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AIlSTIlACT
Developers ofdistance education course materi als rccogniz.ethepossi bili ties that
exist within the framewo rk of emerging computer andcommunicati ons technologies and
how they might beappli ed to future distance educa tion courses. Thi s project moni tored
the development of an existing graduate level educa tion course into a d istance educatio n
course integrating the technologies of the World Wide Web and asynchronous computer
confermcing through the use of a listserv . An analysis of the course wasconducted and
based on four separat e evaluation tools: a set of threeonline questionnaires. a reflec tive
journal kepcby the author, an interview with the instructor of thc course , and an analysis
of both the students' andinstructor' s postings to the listserv .
The results of this project indicated thatthe students found the course to be
satisfac tory and that the technologies usedwere adequate for the trans mission o f course
content andviewpoi nts in spite of some initial technical difficulties. Pro blems occ urred
with student visual izati on of some of the posed problems and subsequent solutions si nce
descriptions wereso lely text based. Studen ts alsobad difficulty in sendingattac hments
with e-mails, It wasnoted tha1. desp ite the studeDts' feeling thataccess to the instructor
wasadequate and that the respo nse time to alI messages wasprompt. there still existed a
feelin g of isolation. Students missedthe face-to- face interactions an d sense of
co llegial ity that occurs in the tradi tional classroo m setting.
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CHAPTER .
OVERVIEW OF PROJECT REPORT
Project Backgro und and Ra tionale
Memorial Universi ty ofNcwfoundland, Newfoundland and Labrado r' s only
uni vers ity. has in recent yean had to dealwith funding cutbacks and increased operating
costs . A number ofdifferent strategies were implemented by the university
admini stratio n to try and cope with thi s fiscal chal lenge including : the offeri ng of ear ly
retire ment packages to faculty and staff, increas ing stude nt tuition fees . andthe
implementation of a new hiring scheme . The num ber o f courses ab le to beoffered by the
indi vidual schoo ls decreased as a result oftbe drop in available teac hing facuJty.
During this period one:of the two mathematicseduca tion faculty members within
the Schoo l of Educatio n retired . Complicating manc:rs further , the remainin g facuJty
mem ber was scbeduIed to be: out of the province and eventuall y. out of the country during
the Wmter semester o f 1997. In an effort to continue to provide at least one course
offering to graduatestudents in mathematicseducation durin g the Winter semest er of
1997. the faculty mc:m.berinvestiga ted the poss ibility of providing a graduate course:
through distance education. The scheduled course. Teaching and Learning (0 Sol ve
Mathematics Problems . had been taught the prev ious ye ar by the same faculty member
and the author was a member ofthat class. The faculty member deci ded to offer the
course in a distancefonnat. making modifications to the delivery but not to the course
Recent widespread and inexpensive access to the Internet for both faculty and
students of many post secondary institutions bad provided a new means for interacting
with students ever distance (Brooks. 1997; Besser. 1996; Hansen. 1996) . Howev er . as
Besser ( 1996) cautioned, not all curri cul ar subjects and pedagogjcal sty les are appropriate
for these new media. He proposed tha t each new learning situa tion be analyzed to
de termine the type of implemen tatio n that will provide the student with the most
rewardin g learning experienc e. While it is impossible to pre-determine a studen t 's
experience in a new educational setting. it was felt by the course instructor that a learner-
cente red environment and a co mbinatio n of traditional print media. fistserv, e-mail and
the World Wide Web (WWW)mightprove to be effec tive .
This project report provides an o vervi ew of the efforts taken by the faculty
member andthe author through the stages of development, implementation and
evaluation. By investigating the processfollowed future coursesde veloped along simi lar
lines might benefit from this experience.
Definitiou
This project paper used termin ology specific to some of the emerging med ia and.
as such, may not be pan of each reader' s vocabulary. The following are definiti ons that
may make the readin g of this paper a dearer exerc ise. The definitions were taken from
the Internet literacy Conmltants glossary of lntemet terms ( 199 7) that were avai lable at
http ://www.matisse..octlfileVglossary .html
Brow ser A Client program(software) that is used to loo k.at various kinds oflntemct
=<>W<eS.
E-mail (Electronic Mail) - Messages, usuall y text. sent from one personto another
via co mputer. E-mail can also be sent auto matical ly to a large number of
addresses (Mai ling list) .
Ho me Pag e (or Homepage)
Several meanings . Originally , the web pag e that a browser is set to use w hen it
starts up . The moreco mmo n meanin g re fers to the main web page for a
business. or ganization, person or sim ply the main pag e out o f a co llectio n of
web pages , e.g, "Chec k out so-an d-so ' s new Home Page ." Another sloppie r
useof the tenn refers to practical ly any web page asa "homepage," e.g. "That
web site has 65 homepag es and none of them are interesting."
HTTP (Hyper Text Transport Protoco l) - The pro tocol for mo vin g hypertext files
across the Internet. Requires a H1TP client program on one end.and an H1TP
server pro gram on the other end. HTTP is the most important protocol usedin
the Worl d Wide Web (WWW) .
In ternet (Upper case I) Thevast collection of inter-c onnected networks that all usc the
TCPIIP protocols andthat evolved from the ARPANET o f the late 60 ' s and
early 70' s.
Lisuerv Themost co mmon Icind of mailIisL
Maillisl (or Mailing List) A (usuall y automated) system that allows people to send
e-mail to one address, whereupon their messag e is co pied and sent to all o f the
other subscribers to the rnaillist. In this way , people w ho have many different
kindsofe-mail access can participate in discussions tog ether.
Mosaie The first WWWbrowse rthatwas available for the Macin tosh, Window s, and
UNIX all with the same interface. Mosaic really start ed the popularity of the
Web . The so urce-code to Mosaic has been licensed. by se veral companies and
there are seve ral other pieces of so ftware as good or better than Mosaic, mo st
notab ly, Netscape.
Netseap e A WWWBrowserandthenameofacompany. The Netscape (tm) browser
wasoriginally based 00 the Mosaic program developed at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications (NCS A).
Netwo rk Two or more computers connected together so that they can share resources.
Two or more networ ks connected together comprise an internet.
Pos ting A single messag e entered into a netwo rk communications system. E.g. A
sing le message posted lO a newsgro up or message board.
Se rve r A computer, or a software package , thatprovides a specific kind of service to
clien t software running 00 other computers. The term can refer to a particular
piece of software, such as a WWWserver,ortothemachineon whic h the
software is running, e.g. Our mail server is down today. that's why e-mail isn' t
getting out. A single server machine could have several different server
software packages runnin g on it, thus providing many different servers to
clients on the network.
URL (Uniform Resource Locator) - The standard way to give the address of any
resource on the Internet that is pan of the World Wide Web (WWW).A URL
looks like this:
http://www.matisse .netlseminars.html
WWW (World Wide Web) - Two meanings - First, loosel y used : the whole
constellation of resources that can be accessed using Gopher . FfP. HTIP.
telnet , USENET. WAIS and some other tools. Second, the universe of
hypertext servers (HTrP servers) which are the servers that allow text.
graphics, sound files, etc. to be mixed together.
Pro ject Activities
ntis project reported on the application ofa listserv and a WWW site to a
graduate class in mathematics education offered using distance delivery. This included.
in consultation with the course instructor, the following activities:
designing and develo ping a WWWsiteappropriate for the course,
providing technical help with probl ems as they came up during the course.
monitoring the listserv activity ofall participants.
designing and implementing online qucstionnain::sfor the gathering of
student feedback on the course.
describing and analyzing thecourse and its development. and
writing this report.
Designing a WWWsiterequiredaninfonnalreview oftllecowseasithad existed
when taught in a face to face manner. Initially questions werediscusse d from the point of
view of a distance education course:
Would the new format prevent the inclusion of any aspect of the course ?
How might the new format change the manner in which the course is
approached by the instructor?
How would the course evaluation be affected by the change in
methodology?
In the end.the instructor decided that the course objectives need not bechanged
simply because of the change in teaching mode. However, the course evaluation was
modified slightly to provide more emphasis on the discussion contribwions of each
student, Also. in order to achieve a sense of practical application. students were required
to develop a problem solving unit for one of the mathematics classes they were currently
teaching. implement the unit, and then report on the success of the unit,
AlI potential participants were mailed a description (see Appendix A) of the
course, the format to beused, and what hardware and skills they should have in order to
beable to fully participate in this course. The list of potential students wasobtained from
the Scbool of Graduate Studies andwas assumed to include al l interested registrants for
the course .
Four data sets wereco llected during the project and are described as follows:
Threequestionnaires (see Appendix B), one at the beginning, one in the midd le
and one at theend of the term.,wee posted on the WWW in order to record
studen t impressions of the course . 1be threequestio nnaires were adap ted from
two questio nnaires developed and usedby Dr. Michael Collins of Memo rial
University of Newfo undland to gather student impressions on an under graduate
course in Biology that was offered usin g e-mai l and the WWW .
It . A record ofaI l listserv interacti ons was kept andanalyzed for number , frequency
and size of postings per student and faculty mem ber. Permission to use the data
contained within both the questionnaires and the Iistserv was obtained from each
student with the condition that eachstudent remain anonymous (see Appendix C).
In order [0 preserve stUdent anonymity names were omitted from the body of this
paper. In the questionnaire data set (see Appendix D) student names were
replaced with letters of the alphabet.
III. Theinstructor's views of the course format and its effecti veness wasalso
recorded. The faculty member wasask ed to provide a personal view of the
various compo nents of the course afte r the com pletion of the course. These
included topics similar to those contain ed within the questionnaires filled out by
the stud ents.
IV. The author kept a penonaljoumal during the design and delivery phases of the
course to provide another dataset. This jownal highlighted the activities involved
in modifying the course from an on-site to a distance de livery format. It also
included comments and observations ofme course .
The data sets were designed to help provide some insight into the following
questions:
What overall impression did the students have of the course as delivered?
What were the students' opinions of the delivery format in general?
Would the students prefer to see other graduate level courses follow the same
or similar model?
What are the students ' recommendations for future distance delivery courses
offered in this format?
What was the i.nstructor's impression of the development and presentation of
the course?
What was the instructor's opinion of the delivery format in general?
What are the recommendations of the instructor for any future courses that
may be offered foUowing a similarmodel?
What are some general princip les that may bederi ved from the course: as
deli vered that might mak e future developm ent and implementation ofcourses
following a similar mod el more effective?
The abo ve questions were reviewed by the instruct or ofthe course and were
judged to beappropriate for both the project and to produce data that couJd be funher
usedfor course improvemen L
CHAPTER,
EFFECTIVE DISTANCE EDUCAnON AND THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY
Introduction
Tbe evo lution of distance education from the originaJ print-based correspo ndence
courseware to the multim edi a mode l may be at least parti ally attributed to developm ents
in the electro nics.,communications and computing industri es . This past decade hasseen
developments in the areas ofdigital and video compress ion. an increase in personal
computer use.as well as [he widespread use of the WWWandthelntemeL According [0
Bailey ( 1994) and Hansen (1996), these devel opments pro vided new areas of
investi gation for the distance educa tor anddeveloper ofdistance educati on material s.
Effectively applying these techno logies requiresre-visiting basic educa tionaJ pedagogi es.
including the concepts of leamin g. motivation. and learning environmen t theories and
issues.
Learning
Piaget (1954) has suggested tbatleaming is not a smooth andcon tinuous process
but rather occurs sporadi cally in response to new informatio n. When a person is
confronted with new informa tion this informati on is either assimilated into an existing
mental structure or the structure shifts to fonn a new accommodating structure. Until the
infonnation is incorporated into the cognitive snucture the person exists in a mental state
of flux . As the processof incorporation proceeds through either assimilation IX"
accommodation the state of discquilibrilDD shifts towards equilibrium.
According to the Piagctianview of cognitive development. it is necessary for the
learner to be mentally active in Iris IX"her environment in order to acquire new knowledge
and to ascribe meani ng to w s new knowledge. Tbe mind must organize the perceived
reality and act upon it. Accordingly, the learner is not an empty vesse l to be filled wi th
facts and figures but must activel y parti cipate and integrate the environmental stim uli
pro vided. How the knowled ge has been pres ented or used and what ex isti ng mental
stru ctures are currently in place will influence the learn er's mental co nception of the
knowledge.
Winroc:k and AJesan drini ( 1990) proposed tha t the synth esi s of new know ledg e is
directly dependent on the ability of the student to generate relatio nshi ps between parts o f
the knowledge base. Theseco nnections ma y be internal. between various parts cf the
new knowledge, or external, betweenparts of the newknowledge and existing
knowledge.
Winroc:k's (19 89) investi gations have suggested that this ability to generate
conn ections between topics appears to be a characteristic separating good and poo r
learners, A number of other studi es (Se ifert, 1994; Bean, Searles. Singer andCowen,
1990; Wittrock and Alesandrini, 1990; Peters and Levin. 1986; Malone and Dekk ers .
1984) have suggested that a lack of leaming strate gies may also beII. significant
characteristic of students with leaming difficulties . Learning strat egies that may beused
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to help cultivate the generation of internal and extemaIeoeeeecoes include: summarizing
the material; making analogies to topics a1rcadycogn.itivel y digested; aeating a coecept
map to visually andphysically represent the connections within and witho ut the top ic;
using mnemonic strategies .
Thecognitive theori es ofPiaget are echoed in the instructional theori es c f Bruner
(1960). Bruner subscribed to Piaget' s learnin g theory thaI learning is an acti ve process in
which learners construct new ideas based 00 Cl.II'l'eI1t knowledge. The learner selectsand
transforms information, constructs hypotheses, and mak es deci sions. re lying on a
cognitive structure to do so. Cognitive structures provide meaning and organization to
experi ences and allow the individual to explore beyond the scope of the given
information..
Accordingly, Bruner ( I966) suggestedthat instructorsshouJd approach teaching
from a discovery point of view. Learners should be enco uraged to tty and develop their
own principl es . An acti ve dialogue shoul d be maintained between the student andlhe
instructor to chec k the sruden t ' s leve l of underslaoding, to correct any miscon cepti ons
tha t may occur, and to co ntinue to present the stUdent with DeW learning activities (Eaton.
Anderson and Smith, 1984 ). Curriculum should be organi.zed such that new learnin g
activities reinforce concepts already discussed and discovered.
Bruner ( 1966) suggested that course developers and teachers shouJd be aware of
the following four points when designing instructional activities:
students' predisposition towards learning.
"
theways in which a bodyofknowledge can be str\ICt1.lm:i so that it can be
most: readily grasped by the learner .
themost effective sequences in which to present material.
the nature and pacing of rewards and punish.ments.
For lhe deve loper ofdistance education materials, investigating these four points may
influence bow thecourse is presented. what types of media might be most effectiv e . and
eve n whether or no t a course will beeasily and effectively presen ted in a distance
ed ucation format.
Ausu bel (1963 ) suggested that learnin g may be enhanced through an active
environme nt which emphasizes the use of questi onin g techniques befo re. during and after
the instructional activity . This is echoed in the work of Seifen ( 1994) who suggested thai
a student's undemanding and recall of information is enhanced through theuse of
questi oning. The questi oning goes beyond the simple recitati on o f factsbut rather seeks
to have the student reach a higher level ofthinking by askin g "Why...?'" or - How ...; .
Such questions help to build new infon:natio n eerwcrks andconnections. They aid the
processes of assimi lation and acco mmodati on thereby belping the student learn the
material.
For the distance edueato rthese theories suggest a need for the activ e participation
of the student, They also suggest the need for a co ntin ued emphasis on interactions
betweenstudents and interactions betw een the stud en ts and teacher. The developer of
distan ce educatio n courses should determine whether such interactions may be
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accommodated through various confereneing systems and which of the systems is most
appropriate for a particular course.
Jonasse n (1991) has suggested that knowledge is constructed and that there is no
such thing as an object ive store of knowledge that can be transmitted exactly from teacher
to learner. "We all conceive of the external reality somewhat differently, based on our
unique set of experiences with the world and our beliefs about them" (Jonassen, 1991, p.
6). He suggested that construction of the internal linkages and structures required to
assimilate new know ledge are influenced by the unique set of previous knowledge,
personal motivations, aptitudes, experiences, and metacognitive strategies that have been
developed by the learner. Such learning theor ies suggest that ideal learning environments
are those which emphasize self-di rected learning, problem solving sessions, interactions
between the studen ts, and interactions between the students and the instructor. Recent
developments in the fields of computers and communications have opened the door to a
higher quality in distance educat ion by providing mechanisms whereby such learn ing
environments may be established (Bailey, 1994).
The task for designers of distance education materials is a formidable one. They
must find ways to engage students in authentic tasks, to assist students in develop ing
flexib le knowledge bases that promote use of information, and encourage diversity of
thought. They must build learning communities that link students to others students and
promote mean ingfulleaming rather than credentia ling.
13
Student Moti vati on
Manning (1990) has suggested that personal motivation is an important ele ment in
the learning process. This is particularly true for the distance education student who must
con tend ....-ith a sense of both physical and intellectual isolation . This isolation may lessen
the student's desire to put forth the effort and discipline required to successfully complete
a dis tance educat ion course. Reiber (1992) has suggeste d that designers of distance
education courses should try to help the student by providing a meaningful context base
which supports intrinsica lly motivating and self-regulated learning.
Attribution Theory
Weiner ( 1984) attempted to link personal attributes to motivation in learn ing. He
suggested that every attribu te begins with a certain actio n on the part of the student. The
outcome of this action . either success or failure. may lead to some general emot ional
reaction based on three characte ristics : locus ofco ntrol. constancy, and the abi lity to
contro l the acti on.
Locus of contr ol refers to whether or not success or failure is dependent on factors
which are internal or external to the student. Internal factors include percei ved ability and
personality whereas external factors would include the degree of difficu lty of the task. If
the locus is internal and success occurs , then it might be expec ted that a pos itive attribute
wou ld occur since success would be attributed to some persona l characteristic. Fai lure
unde r the same locus may produce a negative attribute. For examp le. if a studen t submits
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an assignment late because of poor tim e management on their part then this fail ure may
be attributed to a faul t in the ir character, lftbe submissio n ill late due to technical
difficul ties then a negati ve attitude may be produced to wards techno logy but a positive
reinforcemen t of personalprqwedness may occur.
The second facto r proposedby Weiner (1984) is thatofconstaney. Different
perceptions of successand failure occur dependin g on whether the fac to rs involved are
changea ble or set. Borkowski. Carr. Rellinger and Pressl ey (1990) suggested a stron g
connecti on between attribution and se lf-esteem. Fai lure as a result of a lack of effort •
some thing which is vari able -mey not affec t future successes. Howeve r, failure due to a
lack of perceived ability may lead to a be lief in future failure and a lowering of self-
Finall y. Weiner ( 1984) describes the ability to co ntro l the action as the thin:l.factor
in his attribution theory . Amount ofeffon and time spent are exam ples of this type of
control lab le factor . How the studen t ma y react to such factors is not easy to predict. fo r
exam ple. a student that expends a greater than average amount of time to reach an answer
to a typical problem ma y experi ence either a rise in self-esteem, since the problem was
solved, or a lowering o f sel f-esteem, since it took a longer time.
SeU-efficacy Tb eory
Sch unk's (1985) self-efficacy theo ry referred to a student's perceived ability to
successfully complete an activity based on the outcomes of similar past performances and
IS
how these past performances have affected the belie f in ones ab ility to successfully
complete a task.. Locusof contro l andstab ldunstable factors are also cited as infl uenc ing
this percepti on . In orderto succeed at a task, studen ts must believe they are able to
complete it in order to bemotiva ted to the point of investin g effo rt and risking failure.
The link betweeneffort andsuccess is importanl in se lf-efficaey theo ry. While
success at a particular problem may increase a student's sense of self-efficacy in this area.
the magnitude of the increase may betempered if a seeming ly undu e amount ofeffort is
invested in the problem. In fact, laboring for prolonged periods may negatively affect the
sense of se lf-efficacy . With this connection between perce ived ability and effo rt in mind.
Schunk (1985) pointed out several areas that a teacher sho uld be aware of in the learnin g
enviro nment. These have to do with appropriate and effective methods of info nnati on
presentation, the teaching of learning strategies,feedback on evaluation, goal se tting and
the influences of peer perceptions.
Both Schunk (1995) andAmes (1992) arguedthat teachers must be care ful in
settin g appropriate goals and rewards such that a healthy blend o f effort leadin g [ 0 a bigb
rate of success is included in the learning enviro nment, Setting goals too high may lead
to disc ouragement whi le settin g the goals too low may lead to succ ess without effort.
Student rewards should be reflecti ve of both the amount ofeffon invested and the goals
attaine d. Rewarding on the bas is of solely one or the other is detrimental to self-efficacy .
Ames (1992) also pointed out the importance of allowing students control over
decisions . A sense of autonomy, a positive se lf-perc eption and an internallocus of
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control are important factors in the development of a mastery student. Giving students
cont rol in the learn ing environmen t may lead to the support of these ideas. Ames stated
that these dec isions should be allowe d only if they are positively influencing a student's
dec ision making process. If the decisio ns made are an effort to avoid failure or min imize
effort, then such decisio ns shou ld not be suppo rted.
Co llaborative and cooperative learn ing strategies are proposed by both Ames
( 1992) and Schunk (1985) as alternat ives to the risk-taking ventures of individua l
ass ignments. In this manne r learners would work together to accomp lish shared goals ,
leaning on and learning from the expertise of other students within the learning
enviro nment. These sma ll group efforts may have both social and instructional benefits.
Recent developments in computer and communications techno logy allow for the use of
group work in distance educatio n courses despite the physica l separation of students and
instructor. Students are ab le to share files both asynchronously through e-mail or speak
directly with one anot her through audio confe renc ing, or chat facilities.
Transforming the Distance Educ ation Learning Environment
Beyond the central ideas oflearning theory and motivationa l theory , another
variab le that affects the quality ofa student's learn ing is environment. Ol iver and Reeves
(1996) have suggested that the effectiveness of any learning environment is depen dent on
the prov ision of activities which stimu late the learners' cognitive and metacognitive
act ivity at a high level. It was suggested that such activit ies are most effective when they
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present the learner with personally meaningful andrelevant content. The learner should
alsohave an opportunity for reflection during this process. a chance to processthe
presented or experi enced s itua tion and come to a perso nal understanding of the
information.
The generative learning processis maximized by crea tin g learni ng en vironments
in which the stude nt is abl e to control the exposure to new ed uca tional stimuli and have
time to process it. Oliver and Reeves ( 1996) hav e suggested that active learning
environm ents engaging the students in perso nall y relevant content are parti cul ar ly
effecti ve . Jonas sen (199 1) and O liver and Reeves (1996) have also suggested that self-
directed exp loration. problem solving and knowledge manipulation are characteristi cs of
learning enviro nments which are conducive to the construction aCknowled ge.
Emerging T echDologi es ill DistaD« Ed Uc:atiOD
Within the past few yean advances in communicati ons and compute r technology
have included: asynchronous co mputer cccfereociag, audio-ccnferencing, aud io-graphics.
audi o-tapes. cable tele vision. co mputer disks andCD-ROM. des k-top video-
ce nferenciag , interactive lase r disks, one-way sate llite communication. two-way sate lli te
comm uni ca tion, sync hro nous computer conferencing, videotape, voice mail and e-mai l.
Intern et and WWW (lbach and Murphy . 199 5). Each of the se provides th e user with a
potential glo bal co mmunity of learne rs. With so many tec hnologies evolvin g and
availa ble for the teacher to choose from there is often a tend ency for the technology to
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drive the deve lopment of distance education courseware as opposed to the pedagogical
justifi cation for its use (Ely, 1996) . Comeaux (199 5) has suggest ed Ihat some present
usesof lCChnology , particularl y two-way video andaudio , in the distance ed ucation
environment may be obtrusive and psychologically wmerving to the stud ent, According
to Comeaux, the learnin g environment should be designed to transcend geographical as
well as psychological barri ers,
Ely (1996) has stated that the most successful distance education programs are
those which respo nd to real needs ; they offer an alternati ve to learning tha t would
otherwise bedenied or beprohibitive in terms of cos! and time . Ely suggested thai the
following questions be asked before deciding whether to develop a distance education
What is the purpose of the course?
For who m is the course to be created?
Why is the distance ed ucatio n fomw beingconsidered?
Will distance educati on improve the quality and enhance the benefits 10
learners ?
What will the devel opment ccsr?
When dec iding on the type of technologies to incorporate in the distance
ed ucation course , Ely (1996) also suggested tha t developers loo k.at the reasons for the
inclusio n of each of the proposed techno logies using the followi ng questions as potential
guid elines:
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Does the rec:hnology make sense from an educati onal standpoint?
Will the technol ogy really advancestudent learnin g andscholarship?
Does the technology make sense financ ially?
Will all students and faculty have access to the technology and understand
how to use the techno logy?
Ely (1996) has suggested that each of these questi ons have a pos itive answer for the
technology to be included in the proposed learning environment.
The necessity tha t the design of me distan ce learnin g environment be driven by
educational deman ds and not technological concerns was echoed by Annstrong (1996).
Building on constructivist and active learnin g principl es. Ann strong argued that these
learnin g environments must em phasize the maximization o f student jnteractivity with
other students andbetwee n students and teachers . Active learnin g stra tegies should be
sought out and implemen ted by theteacher. Yakimo vicz and Murp hy (199 5) have
suggested tha t the constructivist approach is a valid and appropriate learnin g format when
teaching adults since they bring to the course back grounds rich in a variety of
experiences.
The role of the teac her in such a learning environment might shift to that of
facilitator rather than the transmitter of information. With such technologies as the
Internet providing stude nts with potential access to experts in many differe nt fields . the
teacher should no longer be viewed as the sole autho rity on the subject, Ely (1996) has
suggested that teachers remainsubject experts but should also be techno logy experts,
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teaching experts. and industJy experts.
Thac h and Murph y (1995) have suggested that the top ten competencies of the
distanceeducation professiooal should be :
profic iencies in interpersooal communication.
plannin g skills.
collaboration andteam work ski lls.
language of instruction.
writing skills.
organizational ski lls.
feedback ski lls,
knowledge of the distance education field.
basic technology knowledge, and
technology access knowledge.
Thisset of ski lls has partic:ular imp lications for theleve l and type of professional
development thatmight he pursued by the proposed instructors.
EffKtivenesJ or Technology Use in Dista nce Ed UcatiOD
According to Armstrong (1996). thereare a number of elements that lead to the
deve lopment of a successful Internet course:
insti tutio nal suppon for providing resources and teacher releas e time.
developme nt by a project team co ntaining the req uisite skills.
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teachers or pedagogies acting as the driving force and not the technologies,
strategic approach in deciding which courses to offer via distance ,
an emphasis on good design to maintain student interest,
maximize information retrieval and not information dissemination,
the focus is on a model of course delivery and not on a specific course,
immediate, sympathetic , good quality technical support is provided ,
professional development and time release is given for teachers, and
teachers exhibit continual improvement, responsiveness and innovation in
their teaching approaches to best fit the type of student and the particular
subject.
Armstrong (1996) has suggested that the Internet represents a revolution in
communication. Since teaching may be described as an exercise in communication, then
the Internet may also represent a revolution in teaching. Students should be able to
absorb information from the exchange of ideas and questions over listservs . New
interactions and social protocols have been developed including the use of "smileys'' to
show humor in a media where body cues arc not evident (Mende , 1996).
In comparing the use of the Internet in the delivery of a distance education course
with a more traditional format, Armstrong (1996) found that the Internet has the
capability of providing immediate contact with the instructor and other students thereby
maximizing student involvement in class activities. Group projects are possible even
though group members themselves may be thousands of miles apart . The sense of
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iso latio n is greatly diminished. Studying coUaborations on theInternet, Yakimovicz and
Murphy (1995) found that students' persooaJ experiences served to enrich the learnin@
situati on andhelped to foster the conmuctioD. of personal knowledge. Watabe,
Hamalainen and \\1Unston ( 1995) found tba1 group won. on tbe Internet is motivating.
The group atmosphere is often a secure environment in which students try their best so as
(0 not let down the rest of tile group. However. they are alsoempowered by the he lp
given by the other group members. Berge and Co llins (1995) found that graduate student
discussio ns on the Iistservwere most often employed for either informa tion sharing or for
dec ision makin g purpo ses. The outcome of these exchanges is an increased personal
understan ding afthe material and the construction of a shared meanin g.
Watabe , Hamalainen. and Whinston(1995) have suggested that there are
limi tations primarily due to the constricting nature of text based communication.
Misunderstandings may occur and the time and effon requiredto input enough
informati on to tty andavoid these misunderstandin is significanL McHemy and Bazik
(1995) have suggested thatthereare some problems unique to the distance education
format and which need to be considered in the deve lopment phase . These include:
difficulties in meeting deadlines.
material distribution, and
techno logical etiqu ette.
In order to help the stud ent understand the role of the stude nt in the disc ussion list.
Friedman, Hafeze, Keating , Mullen. Patrick, Plotkin and Strenski (1995) gave a number
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which may inc lude appropriate functionality and ease ofuse . Educati onal demands
shoul d drive thedesign oftheco urse and DOt techno logical concerns. Active learning
strategies are suggested by Yakimovicz. and Murphy as being appropriate models for a
distance education environment, Armstrong suggested that the use of technology should
maximize the interactiviry of tile COW'Se .
The effecti veness of a particular imp lementation ofa technology depends on how
responsive and able the instructor is in adapting teaching sty les and incorporating new
tec hno logies in newteachin g enviro nments. The effectiveness may also be infl uenced by
the students who should bemade aware of their own responsibili ties when working wi th
new techno logies in a distance educatio n environment. It is poss ible to enrich the
distance learning environment through the use ofgroup projects and presentations. Such
projects may he lp to increase the personal und erstanding of the material as we ll as help to
construct a sharedmeaning.
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CHAPTERJ
AN OVERVIEW O F THE RESEARCH MO DEL
As previous ly stated. the intent of this project was to provide some insight into the
following questions :
What overal l impression did the students have ofthc course as delivered ?
What were the students' opinions of the delivery format in general?
Would the stude nts prefer to see other graduate level courses follow the same
or similar model ?
What are the stude nts' recommendatio ns for future distance deli very courses
offered in this (annat ?
What was the instructor's impressio n oCthe develo pme nt and presentation of
the course?
What was the instructor's opinion of the deliv ery forma t in general?
Whatare the recommeodatioos of the instructor for any future courses that
may be offered following a similar model ?
Whatarc some general principles that may be derived from the course as
delivered that might make future development and implementati on of courses
following a simi lar model more effecti ve?
In order to addressthese questions four distin ct items were evaluated :
I the presenting of threequestionnaires to the students. one at the start of the
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term, the seco nd in the middle and the final at theend of me term .
IT an anal ysis of the electronic correspondences that occurred during the
semester. incl uding general mailings to the entire elass via the listserv,
mai lings to theinstructor as private memos. and mailings to the technical
advisor.
lIt the instructor wasas ked to provide feedback on his own experi enc es with the
IV as pan of the reflecti ve com ponent of the Masters project. a journ al was kept
by the autho r durin g the entire process.
Qu estioDDa ires
The questionna.ites iden tified in Appendix B wereoriginal ly devel oped for a
distance education undergraduate co urse in Bio logy devel oped at Memorial University of
Newfoundl and by Dr. Michael Collins. The Biolo gy course usedboth e-mail and the
WWWto present thecourseware. Dr. Collins agreedto the modification of the
questio nnaires for use in this project.
Some of the modifications were a result of the different mod es of presentation
betweenthe two courses. The und er graduate bio logy course use d the WWW exte nsively
for the presentation of course content including bo th text and images where app ropriate.
As such., the origi nal questionnaire included ques tions concerning the time required to
download the WWWpages. theeffectivenessof theimagesused,andtheamountof
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detai l contained in the images . Since thegraduate course used the WWW site primarily
for disseminating text-based information other thanCOW"Se content, no lllusrrations were
necessary. Hence the associatedquestions were removed.
The first questionnaire wasdesigned to give feedback on the stud ents' personal
and educational background. their leve l of experience in using the im plemented
technologies. andtheir experience with prior distance education courses. It also focused
on the type and avail abili ty of co mputer they were using for the course . whether they had
prior knowledge as to the nature of the course and also how they learn ed about the co urse .
The seco nd questionn aire was broken into four sub-pans and focused on the
stude nts' imp ressions of the course to date. technical probl ems. web des ign and course
components. Alon g with having the stud ents give a degree of satisfaction rating to the
course. they were also asked whether they would reco mmend the course to a friend and
also whether they would consider taking another course of a similar format. The three
questions along with the request for a description of the positive andnega tive aspects of
the course help to clarify the experience of the student, The second section of this
questionnaire concerned itse lf with the narureoftechnical problems encountered. how
long the prob lem persisted, who helped thestuden t in ftnding a solution to the problem.
and wha t compu ter ski lls the studen t felt were esse ntial in this course format,
Web design questions were conce rned with the ease of use and organization of the
web site. A comment section was also provided to allow students the opportunity to
expand on an y poin t that may have bee n mis sed.
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Questio ns in the co urse compooent sectio n dealt wi th student impressions
cooa:ming the appro priateness of thereadings. the \'Olume of reading required and
suggestions for im provement. nus particular aspect deals more with the coursecontent as
oppo sed to how the course waspresen ted. Questio ns concernin g the listserv and e-mail
dealt with types o f maili ngs. their quantity andfrequency .
The third questionnaire varied only slightly from the secon d . This was used
primarily 10 determine whether or DOt the students' impress ions of the course had changed
throughout the semester. An addedaspect was a question on theevaluation scheme used.
In setting up the course there wassome deliberation as to what measuring instrum ents
migh t be used 10 evaluate the students. This questi on provided an opportunity for the
student to provide feed back on this topic.
In keep ing with the online fonna t of the course , all three of the ques tionnaires
were posted as forms on the WWW . Students were given the addr ess of eac h form only
at the appropriate lime of the term. Students were strongly encouraged to comp lete these
forms but were also aware that their co mpletio n wasa voluntary act on the ir part. The
forms werecompleted andsubmined online directly to the autho r.
In agreeing to participate in this project, students were assuredof the ir anonymi ty.
Accordingly , studen t names were changed to letters of the alphabet with consistent letters
used throughout this report.
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Listserv an d E-M ail EnluatioD
A co mbination of listserv and e-mail were usedby both the students and the
instructor to discussme course materi als . Stulknts wen: asked to submit comments on
co urse readings and instructor prompts while at thesame time providing personal insights
into the co urse mat erial. Assignments were submitted as anached files to the instructor.
An analysis of tbe amount of e-mai l traffi c was carried out in an effort to
de termine:
an appropri ate class sizes for such co urses,
the amount of time required by the instruct or andstudents to create. submit.
read and respond to weekly correspondence s, and
whether a listserv provides an effective means for discussing course content.
Messag es weresorted by wee k to de termine the leve l of activity and by autho r to
determioc: the personal amount of e-mail activity . Size of the e-mail message wasused as
an indicator of the amount of time spent by the student in this activity both in co mposing
and wri ting messag es and in reading messages. The size of the message was measured in
terms of the number of words contained therein (not iocluding quotes from previ ous
messages). Each messag e wascopied into a word-processor which provid ed an accurate
co unt of the words per message. A tally was kept per student,
Determining the amount of time required of the stude nt. both to read and compose
messages, was a more subjec tive exercise since the typing speed and reading speeds per
student was no t known..
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In strador' s Commr nts
A reflective 8CCOW'It o f the course was obtained from the instructor using an
intervi ew process . This provided insights into the instructor's opinion of the course
deve lopmen t process,the way in which the course proceeded. and wha t changes might be
Incorporatedinto the co urse if it is o ffered again through the distance mode .
ReOedive Jo urnal
The reflectiv e journal provided an account of the process by which the course
evolved from a traditio nal . face-to- face mode to an on line distance education course . It
incl uded personal comments. ins ights. and suggesti ons for futuredevelopers of such
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF TIlE FOUR OATA SETS
This chapter provides an overvi ew of the results of the data gathered from the
questionnaires. the listserv ande-mail communications oftbe students. the instructor' s
co mments and the reflective jo urna1. It reports on observations obtained from the eight
stude nts who initi ally registered for this course. One studen t droppedthe course after
four weeks. The reaso n given by the student wasthat of not be ing able 10 dev ote enough
time to other courses.
Questionna ire Resu lts
OCthe seven remaining students. six responded to the rust two questionnaire
forms andfour responded to the final questionnaire form. E-mai l messages were sent
reminding. requesting and encowaging students to complete the fonns.
Ini tial (profile) Questio Dnaire
The first questionnaire wasusedto obtain information regarding:
student background.
techni cal profici cnc ies brought to the course . and
whether or not stude nts knew about the course format and were satis fied with
the format.
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Slud~nl Backgro und
Of the six students thai answeredthe questionnaire. five were well established in
their course wo rk towards their Masters of Education degreeprogram having completed
between 8 and 16 credits . All five srudcnts were enrolled in the area ofTcaching and
Learning, a su b-specialty of the Masters of Education degree at Memorial Univers ity of
Newfoundland. The sixth student was not registered in any Mast ers Program and had
completed only one other course credit at the graduate level.
All five ofthemore experienced students learned about the format andcourse
offering from the instructor of the course having been members ofan on-site class taught
the previous term by the same instructor . The sixth student found out about the course
from the Faculty ofEducation and was not infonned ofthe format of the course nor of the
requirements in terms of availab le computer techno logy and degree of technical
awareness unti l afte r having reg istered for the course .
Four of the students had prior experience with at least one distance education
COutSC. Their experiences included courses which hadused a variety of communication
media includin g print-based materials, video-tape. audio-tape. e-mai l. teleconferencing,
listservs andcomputer confcrcncing.
Threestudents decided to take this course because oftbe distance format ofthc
course. The fact that they would not have to make a difficul t and sometimes impossible
commut e 10 class was given as a reason for their participati on . One of thesc students
stated time co nvenience as a pos itive aspect of the course format.
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Two of the remaining threestudents DOt influenced by the format of the eocrse
sta ted they were enjoying the format as presented, They would have taken the co urse
regardlessof the fannat.
Technical ISJ~s
At the tim e of this proj ect, most teachers in the Newfo und land and Labrador
region hadaccess to a com puter within the schoo l. Most sc hoo ls wereconnected to the
Internet via the backbone set up by STEM- Net Also. for the teachers enrolled in the
Masters program and located at the main St John 's campus . eac h was issued a computer
account andhad access to computer labs. Eac h of the labs was networked to the Internet
allowing the user access to e-mail accounts and www sues.
Access to co mputers with the appropriate connectio ns did not appear to be a
problem for the respondents . Five of tbe six students hadco m puters at bome and the
sixth badaccess to computers both at the workplace and at the university . The cc mpcters
had a minimum confi guration o f an IBM compatible 486 computer.
Technical expertise varied greatly from student to student Students were asked to
indicate their perso Dalleve l o f proficiency in file management, word processing. graphics
packag es. spreadsheets, e-mail. WWWuse.andcomputerconferencing. An opportunity
for the studen t to addother parti cular areas of computer literacy was provided. Results
indicated that each of the students had at least a little knowledge in each of the listed
categories. Lesser knowledge was in graphic s packages and spreadsheets. Two students
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claimed to have DO skills in the use o fspreadsheets and one of these two alsoclaimed to
have no skills in the use of graphics applica tions. For thepurposes of the course . these
latter skil ls were not a requirement and were never fonnal ly used, Three oflhe
respo ndents listed themselves as being proficien t in the use of e-mail while two described
themselv es as being scmi-profici cnt in its use . Theremaining student reported having
little skill in the area. Most o f the students used theircomputers for educational purposes
and primarily for word process ing.
The ability to attach files to e-mail messages was conside red by the course
designers to bean uncommo n skill. An area on the course web site was created.
outlining, with lhe aid of diagrams, the full procedure in anticip ation of student problems
in this area. Despite these instructions, a number of technical questions were presented
concerni ng the method of attaching files to e-mail messages during the first three weeks
oflhe course . Students also sought belp from friends and family on this task, Two of the
students experienced difficulties in submitting their assignments with one student havin g
eventually to use a friend 's machine . The other student used the postalsystem and mai led
an ass ignment to the instructo r.
Five o f the six respondents usedthe STEM-Net serv ice as their Internet service
provider . Conn ection time was limited to ten hours per month so theuser hadto be
careful in its use. The sixth student decided to access the course through a comme rcial
Internet provider so that the ten bour time constraint would not bea worry during the
duratio n of the course. Unfortunately the provider' s access proved to be unreliable and
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the techni cal servi ce W35 slow. As the studentstated :
~Many times ( could DOt connect. It {the trouble] W35 DOt
on my side:but with [the lIltemet pro yjder ]. When cal led.
they would tell me that they would cbeckon it later or the
next day. One time it went on for a week.... (C. final
questionnaire )
Midterm Questionna in
The seco nd questionnaire W35 designed (0 eval uate the sttJdent impressi ons of the
course at the midway point. appro ximatel y seven weeks into the co urse. It ",115 thought
by the autho r that after seven weeks students would have settled into theroutin e c f the
course . and that technical bugs would have been worked out of the system.
aw,.alllmpr-essions
Five of the six respondents reported that iliey were satisfied and one repo rted to be
vet)' satis fied with the format of thecourse. All repoodents would recommend this
course to a friend and also cons ider taking another course using a simil ar format. Tbese
results would appearto indicate a high degree of success in the former of the course for
providing an enricbing aod satisfying environmen L
Studen ts were asked to comment on what they considered to be the positi ..'e and
negative aspects of tile course to date. Tune convenience and the lack of travel were
quoted by a number of students as positive aspects. One student commented on how
supportiv e the instru ctor andother students were concerning technical problems and
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course content questions. The student stated further that this support helped negate
feelin gs of isolation normally found in other distance education courses. One student
commented that the requirement for all students to participate in the general class
discussions in a formal, written manner was a positive outcome of the distance format.
One student stated that the feeling of isolation was less than that of other distance
education cour ses previou sly taken by the student. The same student still felt, however, a
des ire for face-to-face conversati ons. This sentiment was echoed by two other students.
Visualization of the comments and problems posed appeared to cause problems
for a numbe r of students. Statements such as "difficult to commun icate as visual ization
is a problem" (0, midterm questionnaire) and "difficult to explain thoughts" (0, midterm
quest ionnaire) would seem indicate that other means of communication might provide a
better medium .
While some ofthe students commented on the lack of isolation, one of the
students commented on feeling left out. As a number of the students had attended an on-
site course together during the previous semester with the same instructo r, an oppo rtunity
to converse with one another , associate personalities with names and get a "feel" for the
instructor had been achieved. However a particular student that had not been a member .
of the previous course conveyed feeling more isolated from the others. No spec ific
indication was given within any of the e-mail messages suggesting a conscious isolation
of th is student by the other students.
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Technical Dijficullies
Students were asked to comment on technical prob lems encountered. Tbe
questionnaire wasdivided into the first week ofclass and thecourse to date . Two o f the
six respondents reported having technical prob lems during the first week.of the course .
Both students n:ported the same problem, that o f not being ab le to connect to the web
site. and bo th were fixed by the student with he lp fro m the author. Old versions of web
browsers were replaced with new versio ns of the software.
Five of the six students indicated havin g techni cal di ffic ulties at other points
duri ng the term. Three studen ts reported troub le conne cting to the Inte rnet due to Internet
provider difficulties and three students reported tro uble sending attached files with e-mail
documents . Five stud ents wereunab le to read a document sent by the other student
because ofsoftware vers ion incompatibilities. One of the students encountered a
computer virus. These prob lems were overcome with the helpof friends and family,
work mares, Memorial Universi ty of Newfoundland faculty and staff. and an Internet
service provider.
Three of thestudents thought that they were experiencing some , ifnot all of these
problems due to a lack of experience with the technology utilized in the course. They
suggested that experience in at least e-mai l and a kno wledge of the Interne t would be
impo rtan t skills to have for this type of course. Othe r suggested areas were in word
processing and an abil ity to use a graphics pac kag e. As sugges ted by one stud ent : " Know
eno ugh not to pani c. Eno ugh to get yo urself out of tro uble ." (E, mi dtenn questionnaire)
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Web Design
Stud ents also provi ded a critique o f the design of the web site . One student found
the page length too long . "Thestudent also felt that oct enough guidance was given on the
page showing the studen t what to do next. In general , however, the stUdents found the
site to be well organi zed, easy to read.easy to delcnnine where you were ins ide the web
site, bad an understandable organization, contained sufficien t information for the course ,
waseasy to navigate through. quickl y downloaded, and loo ked neat.
Course Components
Stud ents were as ked 10 comm ent ODa number of different aspects of the co urse
including:
the course structure.
their own use of e-mai l,
the instructor' s useof e-mail, and
the WWW links inc luded in the web site.
In general the students indicated that the timetab le feature: used in the course was
easy 10 understand and fo llow . All students, except one, found the requi red readin gs 10 be
appropriate and aided in their understanding of the course con tent. All students found the
readings to be interesting and only one student found the amount of reading to be
extens ive. One stude nt felt tha t furthe r readings providing a different perspective on the
subjec t sho uld beadded.
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In addition to using the Iistserv, students sent e-ma il to the instructor as well as e-
mail to each other on an individual basis. Individual messages, however, were not sent as
often as messages on the listserv. Only three students indicated that they e-mailed the
instructor conce rning help on course content: one studen t indicated three times; two
others e-mai led once. Two of this group of three studen ts also indicated having e-ma iled
other students for help on course content: one four times; the other twice. One other
student also e-mailed students concern ing content once. Five students contacted the
instructo r for help on technical matters. One student contacted him three times, another
twice and the other three students once each. Only one student contacted another student
for technica l help. This occurred once. Four of the five students had reason to e-mai l the
instructor for admi nistrative reasons and two found it necessary to e-mail other students
for the same reason.
The use ofe-mai ls for purely personal reasons was low. Three of the six students
sent persona l mail to the instructo r: one four times, another twice and the last once.
Student interact ions were rare with only three of the six record ing that they used e-mai l
for persona l purposes: one four times, another three times and the final student only once.
All of the studen ts felt that they had adequate access to the instruc tor. Weekly
discuss ion prompts were provided by the instructor and e-mailed questions were
answered quickly. Only one student felt that the instructor should have had a greater
level of course related activity on the listserv.
The students considered a reply to an e-mail to be prompt if it occurred within at
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most 48 hours of their original posting. Four of the six students felt that 24 hours wou ld
be sufficient lag time between question and answer. Considering that the students check
their e-mail at least once a day and sometimes mice a day, this means that the students
check their e-mail. send a question and expect to have a response the next time they log
in.
When asked to comment on the benefit of the listserv, students replied that it
replaced the physica l classroom, linked the individual student to the other partic ipants and
decreased the feeling of isolation. Discussions occurred as they would in a class with
individual students sharing their ideas and concepts with the class as a whole. One
stude nt felt overwhelmed by the amount of e-mail that had to be read.
While the amount of e-mail may have been viewed as substantial. students were
stil l selective about the choice of topic when e-mailing a response . The questionnaire
responses indicated that availability of time was a limiting factor in the amount of e-mail
generated by the students . Other professional and social responsibilities were reported as
having a highe r priority level than the course work. When students had time to compose
a response they were selective as to what they wrote depending on what had already been
said on the topic and whether they had anything further to add. Other factors reported as
having influenced the student's desire to compose a message were whether they were
interested in the particular thread of conversation, and whether they had other
assignme nts in the course which needed their attent ion.
A numbe r ofWWWlinkswere included in the web site as an aid in finding other
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reso urces on the course topic . In general the students found these exte ma llinks to be
helpful, appropriate and interesting. They commented that a greater number of links
would be desirable. Most students exp lored beyond the given pages. Despite a note on
this web page asking students to help in the expansion of the page by providing the web
address of any new and usefu l links that they may come across , none were received.
Fina l Q uestio nnaire Resul ts
The final questionn aire had only four respondents. There were some technic al
difficulti es at the end of the term which prevented the students from answeri ng the
quest ionna ire on-line for about a week, prior to which only three students had submitted
the questionnaire. The difficulties were repaired and all students were e-mai led advising
them that the form was again working properly . Despite this advisory, only one more
student responded.
Overall Impression
All four respon dents indicated being eithe r satisfied or very satis fied with the
cou rse ove rall. All respondents would recomm end the course to a friend and wou ld take
ano ther course if offered in the same or similar format. Convenience in terms of time, the
abi lity to "attend" class when time permitted, and convenience of location were indicated
as being positive aspects of the course format. One of the respondents also indicated that
the writing aspect of the course required the student to be more aware of what others had
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been writing in terms ofexamples and directions. This . in tum. required the student to be
organized. sequential and coherent in thinking and de liberate in word choice (G. final
questionnaire). Another student indicated that the need to use a compu ter for the course
forced the student to become more adept in the use of the co mputer (E., final
questionnaire) .
All studen ts indica ted that, while they enjoyed the course and fonnat ofthe
course. they sti ll missed the face-to-face interaction tha t occurs within the on-site
classroom. One student indicated thatbecauseof this physical separati on between the
students then"Topics. concerns ere not talked about spo ntaneously through the
com puter" (E. [mal questionnaire). Another stud ent was concerned about the quantity
and qual ity of e-mail bein g sent, stating that the length o f the messa ges was not warranted
by the low qual ity of what was being said (G . [mal questionnaire). Yet ano ther student
felt that more time was spent dealing with the requirements necessary to access and share
course con tent than if she bad actUally been in class (0 . [mal questionnaire).
T~chnical Prob/~ms
Two of the four respondents had tec hnical difficulties since the midtenn
questionnaire. One stude nt reported continuing problems with the comm ercial Internet
servi ce provider . Theother stude nt haddifficul ty sending the final assignment as an
attachment on e- mail. The problem was solved with the hel p of a friend .
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COUTS#!COmpoMnlS
None of the students indicated that they badcontac ted the instructor for help on
either the course content or for teebnical help . However. two of the four contacted the
instructo r for administrative and personal reaso ns,
Two of the students co ntacted other students about the course con ten t but no one
contacted another studen t to ask for technical help . One stUdent used e- mai l to speak
with another student concerning an administrative concern and one other student used it
to chat to other students.
Stude nts indicated that course workload and lack o f co mputer access , due to both
connectio n prob lems and stud ent location pro blems. such as bein g out of town or ou t o f
the country. restri cted the amount of time tha t theycould spe nd in co ntributin g to the
Iistserv . On e student felt that co ntributio ns would have been greater hadthe prompts
given by the instructor. and the responses of the other students. been more stimulating.
COUTS#! Eroluarion
Students indicated lbat they were satis fied with the course eval uation format as
presen ted. No alternate forms ofevaluation were suggested by any of the stude nts.
Lutu", and E-Mail Corresponde nce
Stud ents had the oppo rtunity to write to the class in general using the Iistserv
esta blished for this course. Da ta provided in Table I shows that the numbe r ofpostings
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varied coosiderably from week to week, Thestudents were under DO obligation lOpost a
certain nwnber ofrespooses perweek.butpart ofthe finalm.ark was basedon the
co ntributions of the studmt to thelistserv.
Throughout thesemester the instructor posted wed.J y prompts to the Iistserv in an
e tfon to help stimul ate andguidediscussion activity . There were two weeks when these
prompts were not posted . Oneweek technicaldifficulti es prevented the posting and
during anotherweek r.b.e instructor wasout of the countryandunable to connect to the
Iistserv. Listserv conDibutions on the part of the studentsdropped during these two
weeks.
Table 1 - Nwnber of Correspondences for the Term
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During the term. a total of351 messages weresent to the listserv - an average of
twenty seven e-mail messages per week, Twenty two of tbese messages were. on
average , from students while five carne from the insttuctor.
Instru ctor ' s Co mments
The insttuetor's views on teaching strategi es emp loyed and concerns abou t the
structure ofthis course form an integral part of this report, An opportunity was provided
for the instruct or to share his observations. concems and suggestions for future distance
educatio n course development in this format.
Coune Developmen t
This report focuses not only on the course delivery and student reactions but also
on the proces s and development of the course into a distanc e delivery format. The
instructor provided some thoughts 00 this topic.
Developmen t was large ly a matter of modifying
assignments so that they could bedooe independently. I
chose to make this course my first distance course because
it was alread y close to beingin a suitable form. My main
concernswere around ma.k:ing the coune accessible (which
determined that we would use a listserv instead of
WebFonnn or some other resource hog). and useful (which
determined that the new assignment would involve
something immediately applica ble) . The distance format
also offere d somethin g the local course didn't have: the
opportunity to relate the course immediately to school
practice . and to reflect on that in the COUISC. Because at
least some students in a local course are likely to beaway
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from their schools that assignment might noI work so well
for a local COUJSe. and an ahcmative would have to be
offered (the Technology course I offered the previous term
inc luded an assignmeot which could beschoo l based or not.
depending onaccess).
T« hoical lssocs
The course: structure co ncerning the manner in whic h tedmo logies were
implemented was affected by the instructor ' s own know ledge of how to use these
features, The followi ng is a description of the level of computer and technical literacy
that the instructo r brought to the COUJSe.
I am qui te profi cient in using co mputers . I have been
programming since I was a child. and I use computers
extensi\-ely in my work,
In tenns of the skills relevant to the course, prior to the
COUJSe I wascomfortab le wi th using Word Perfect and
Word on Windows. DOS and MacOS SYStemS; using PINE
and Eudo,. and Netscape for email : usingFTP 50ftv.1ll'e
under UNIX. MacOS and Wmdows ; creating Web pages
using HTML editors and text editors (although creating
frames is still beyond me); converting files from format to
fermat, and doing basic file manag ement things on UNIX.
MacO S, Windows andDOS systems. In order to deliver
thecourse I had to become more profi cient in managing a
listservlist,
The instructor also experienced technical difficulti es during the term the course:
was offered. For a period of a week the instructo r wasabsent due to repairsbein g carried
out on his computer. The following is the instructor's description of the technical
..
difficulties encountered and their implicarions for the COUISe' .
Perhaps the most serious imp lication of using the lnternd:
in teaching is lhat webecome depeocienton the tcdmology
to offerthe~. When my computer was being repaired
I dropped out of sight. Becauseof my teaching sty le this
wasn't too serious.. but it did mean I "''1ISD't there to monitor
the discussi on. A student also bad troub le and wasn't
attending for a while .
In a couple of ways though. maybe this isn't a big deal. In
live courses we bave technical prob lems . And the penalty
for missing class in the e-mail versi on of 6634 was not
nearl y what it was for the live version.
Whi le I was in Montreal I was sitting in on a master' s
course being taught by Tommy Dreyfus at Concordia on
using techno logy (much like 6639) . One evening the lights
went out. In this case that ended the co urse for the evening.
Even in a course nol using a computet lab the lack of lights
could easil y have ended the class . I bave alsohadclasses
canceled due 10 firealarms. Similarty Jhave had srudeuts
not be able 10 come to class because of tecbnology failures:
their cars do n't stan. their alarm clocks don't go off. etc .
When I taughl 66j4 li\"e. the main pan of 1be course "'115
the classroo m interactions. We solved problems together
and discussed issues. When a stude:m missed ada}' 1be}'
missed r .4of1be course. In the e-mail 6634 sruderns could
be offline (or even in Spain) for a w-cekor 1\\ 0 and be able
to. wben they came back, read over the discussions for the
weeks they missed. While the class suffered (from the lack
of input from thai.student) the stUdenldidn 't. If the class
were large enough to continue \loithoutone voice. the use of
techno logy. even ifit failed sometim es. would bean
impro vemen t.
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Vis ualization
One ofthe students questioned the cho ice ofcoune as a distance educatio n course
because of the great demands that the challen ge of problem solving places on the
interpmation and visuali22 tion skills of the learner. During the course, e-mai l
transactions reco rd how students dealt with trying to compose their o ....n perceptions and
problem solving strategies into messages to shan:with others . MisundcTslandings
occurredbecauseof tbe comm unication gap. One o f the studen ts reportedhaving trouble
in understandin g and communicating ideas when using the primari ly text-based medium
of the listserv . The instructo r of the course recognized these pro blems and suggested a
couple of alterna te methods of presentation.
I am very good at visual izing. Many oftbe probl ems which
are my favorites are number theoretical in strue1UI'e bcr
geometric in ~tation (like Pins and threads.and
Multifacets). This was a prob lem . It could be solved
however, by recasting the problems into web pages wi th
more exam ples and possibly even dynamic images (as I
later did for Pins and threads .) This puts a leCbnicalload on
the instructor however 10 prepare GIFs (animated or DOt)
and Web pages . Once done, bov.-ever.lbis would nol be a
big deal . Such pages could bea good resource for other
courses andsrodenlS in schools as well . In a way~
~ [text for the course ] was a pro blemati c
choice, as JohnMaso n is very good at visualizing 100. In
factbe is theonly person I can talk 10 about these things
without having 10 draw pictures .
When the course was taught Iive I could sketch thin gs, and
use manip ulatives. We never set up the Palace site. I'm nOI
sure the course needs it but some sort of interactive
.....hiteboard, at least for one-on-one work. would begood. I
think one ofthe Internet phone packages offers this as
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shareware. lfl co uld bave set up a voice andwhiteboard
interaction with indivi duals much of the students '
frustration would have beenlessened.
Ttming
A number o f assumptions and decisions had to be made concerning the
presentati on andsetup of the co urse . Recent ad vances in technology allow for an
implementati on of both sync hrono us and asynchronous COmmuni cation techno logies to
be implemen ted. It was decided to keep the commtmicati on process as simp le as possible
and to use a listserv as the basic setup.
We wen t asyn chronous, which has advantages but also
disadvantages. Studen ts might check on Wednesda y and
fmd nothin g new to react to, and then be overwhe lmed on
Thursday as everyo ne responded at once . We might solve
this by baving a set time, or a set sched ule for checking e-
mail in thewee k. Thereareaccessprob lems but these can
be wo rked o ut.
The instructor aiso recognittd some inherent problems with theasynchronous
mode of communication. Thesehad to do primarily with the clear presentation and
transmissi on o f ideas.
Tbere is something which is los t in asynchronous
exchanges, and in text based exchanges . It is difficult to
dec ide what I migh t do in future.because of the necessity of
balancing the possi bilities of the technolo gy with the
demands it place s on the students. Ideally we would have
an integrated emaillWeblwbiteboardlaudi olvisuaL'chat
package that every one would be able to use easily on
whatever computers and Intern et connections they hav e.
That 's dreaming. Certainl y som e son of whiteboard would
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begood. even if it was limited to one-on-one work with
students. Also bavi ng video might be feasib le. if only for
one way communications from instructor to students.
I think the discussion aspect survived fairly well. The
problem so lving aspect suffered.but because this is a
course ABOlIT problem solving, not IN problem solving
thai didn't bun the course objectives. Themain interference
from the Iistserv wason occas ions when a rapid exchange
of questions andanswers was needed. usually aroued
so lving a pro blem . For that a real timecontext is needed .
I am plann ing very soo n to experiment with using lhe
Palacewhich al lows for real time chatting, some visual
interac tions (thro ugh expressi on changes and movin g in an
imag e), a shared space which can bemanipulated and a
whit eboard . The equi pment demands are about the same as
for Netscepe, so I am hoping it is something tha t is
generally availab le . If this experimenting goes we ll then I
wo uld plan to make weeldy cha ts a part of the course. with
a corresponding decrease in the amo unt of e-mai l traffic
that would beexpected. E-mail could then serve as a
conduit for more finished pieces (reac tions from students.
cte:.). Another change I'd like to make would be having the
instructor's week..lyprompts be web based. with diagrams
and animations included.. Tbe work to create these at first
would beconsiderable. but thereafter they woul d act as a
resource for the larger community as well as students in the
CO""".
Teacb ing Style
Despite the change in teaching environment, the instructor dec ided to attempt the
use of a leaching sty le simi lar to thai which was used in regular on-s ite classroom
teachin g.
I tried to use my usual style of si tting back. as long as
discussions are pro gressing we ll. This hadprob lems
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however. Students coul dn't tell ( was listening to them.. and
I bad trouble judging whena discussion was having troub le.
Requiring more regul ar input from all students might he lp,
as wou ld a more invo lved teac hin g style.
Specifically, the instructor suggested that this prob lem may have been related to
inexperience in the distance education desi gn and delivery of courseware.
I have no t (taught], nor have I taken a {distance education]
course, and so I was learnin g a great deal as we went along.
My del ivery of thecourse was largely based on e-mai l
exchan ges I have with co lleagues in which we discuss
issues , work on problems, and co llaborate on writing in a
way whi ch is loosely like the face to face exchanges we
have at co nferences.
Reflecting on the course rsuspec t one factor I ignored
completely was the fact tha t usuall y rbegin an exchange
with my co lleagues in person and then we co ntinue by
email . I have had some exchanges with people l have never
mel, but they tend to be impersonal, and difficult to sustain.
Thestudents in the course who knew each other andme
weremore comfonable I suspect than those for whom I was
an unpredictable source of problem-filled cmail s. Studen ts
in local courses can discuss the instructor' s expectations
and styl e with more experienced studen ts after class . As far
as t cccw the students whohadn't taken courses with me
didn't co ntact the more experienced srudents for advice.
The instructor also co mpared the perceived effecti veness of the course as o ffered
in thedistance mode to tha t offered using a co nventional classroom model.
I would say it decreased a bit . As I was doing something
new, I was learning as we went along. I could ce rtainly do
things be tter now. When ( taught the course locall y, I had
taught simi lar co urses and taken similar courses many
times . O n-line I hadto relearn some basic prin ciples of
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teaching as my previous intujtions didn't work.
Overall e ffectiveness is probably too broad to be
determined. Thecourse might oot have been offered
on-site due to enrollment, and some student wouldn't have
taken it, so ODe comparison would be that it was more
effective thannothin g. In terms of what the studen ts
learned about problem solving in mathema tics education I'd
say it was on parwith the local course . They learned
differently and differen t things. but as much and as well.
The markswere simi lar , but I don't think that means
anything. I suspect the studen ts had to work harder to
achiev e that learning however , due to both the medi um
being difficult, and my own inexperience with distance
teachi ng. One way in which the two courses did differ was
the camaraderie wh ich devel oped when students were
tog ether in one room.,and meeting for coffee afterwards.
Achievi ng the same soci al atmosphere may not bepossi ble
at all for a distance course, but real time interactions might
go a long way towards helping.
Assign ments
Thecourse went through a period of inacti vity on thelistscTv. In an effort to
restart the discussions the instructo r dec ided to ask.the students to summ arize the
discussions to date,
[ got a lot of positive feed back.on the week 8 assignments
(which may have revitalized the course ). It gave the
studen ts a clear task (rather than the open discussion
fonn at) andhelped to collect some of the ideas floatin g
around . One scenario would beto have students prepare
reports to the class more often and these would feed further
discussions.
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Projed Es.perieacrs : a Crine.l, Renedive Joana.
Thefollowingjoumal contains detai ls of tbe course devel opment and
implem entation . It is an info rmal, personal reflection of theevents and activities that
occurred during the time of the project.
Iailial Planning of th e Project : April 1996
[ suspect tha t [ am relative ly typical in my approach to the Masters ofEducatio n
degree . I entered the program without a clear plan as to what I might anempt as either a
thes is or project topic. However . as each course in the programplayed out I found that I
was increasingJy focusing on emerging technologies and the impact that these
techno logies may have OD the teaching of mathematics.
[ have just recently been seconded from my nonnal teaching role (Mathematics,
Computer Applications and Physics) to wor k with the Instructio nal Developm ent and
Student Services at the Fisheries andMarine Institute o f Memorial Univers ity of
Newfoundland . My new role (which wiUofficiall y start in September. 1996 ) will be to
act as the lnstruc tional Des igner of a project which will lake theexistin g Chemistry 1100
course from the first year provinci al college curriculum anddeve lop it into a distance
educa tion course. The emphasis is to utilize emergin g technologi es (CD- ROM. World
Wide Web. Intern et, conferencing techno logies) to enhance the course overcoming the
trad itional. student-isolating format ofdistan ce education courses.
It was my initial intention that this projec t itself be treated as my Masters projec t.
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However, upon meeting with my supervisor, he righ tly poin ted out that while the
teebDology aspect tided closely with my own background, the specific su bject maner -
chemistry. was DOlappropriate considering that my Masters is in the Learning and
Teaching of Mathematics .
With one doo r having been closed, another wasthen opened. I was to ld by my
supervisor that he was planning on offering one of lhc grad uate courses in mathematics
education (Education 6634 · Teaching and Learning Mathematics using Pro blem So lving)
via distance durin g the Winter semester of 1997 and suggested that 1 he lp develop this
course into a distance educatio n course.
A num ber of meetings are planned durin g which time the course ou tline, course
evaluation. implementation strategies, and roles and responsibilities will be discussed. I
am loo king forward to this experience. I am hoping that this project and the chemistry
project wi ll com plement one another suchthat, in the end.both co urses wi ll be ofa vet}'
high qual ity .
CAn E Conferuce: M.y 1996
"Thispast week I had the pri vilege of traveling to Mon cton. New Brunswick for
theann ual meeting oftbe Canadian Association for Distance Educatio n (CADE). [ was
amazed at the numbe r of international institutions that were represe nted and also at the
breadth and depth to which many distance education co urses are being offere d.
An overview of the offered wo rkshops and presentations would be enough to
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co nvince most people that the distan ce educa tion o f today is very different from the
classic view of distance education as a simp le correspondence course . Workshops were
offered in many new technologies wi th presenters giving first handaccounts of how
effective these techno logies proved to be and what they woul d do to improve their
implementation.
As at other co nferences. there were a nwnber of presentations runnin g
concurren tly so it was important to pick and choose wise ly which presentation to atte nd.
For the most part I found myself attending those presentations which dealt more with the
technical and practical s ide of organizing a distance education co urse. I also tried to
focus on the subject areas of science and mathemati cs , hop ing that the expe riences of
others woul d do much to help me clarify my own ro le and responsibilities in the
upcoming months .
Several. oftbe presentations at the conference dealt with the use of the World
Wide Web as a medium for the presentationofcourse malerial. I found myself being
more than a bit skeptical when several presenters showed offtheir own course materials
as they~ being presented on the web. My skepticism was based on the fact that wha t
the presenters haddo ne wasnothing more than "pu blis h" their course notes on the web .
They hadmissedthe power of me web to access other related sites . usc:hypertext to
prese nt mat erial in a non-linear format allowing for the stude nt to syn thesize their own
relational links . and to present material in a fonnat that might be two-way, dynami c and
interacti ve as opposed to one-way, static and stagnanL I hope that w hen it s my tum to
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design we b sites for various co urses. lhat I keep these particular thougbts in mind.
What I saw in more thana fewinstances were peo ple who saw the emerging
technology as bein g the pedag ogical solutio n.. Unfortunately, the chan ge in med ium did
nor. chang e the presentation of the message . 'Whatwas initi ally stagnant remained
>tagnanL
6634 Co u n e Deve lopment: Ma y 1996
I hav e hada co uple o f meetings now wi th my supervisor dealin g wi th the course
co ntent and how the presentation of the conte nt might be altered due to the chan ge in
co urse format. Havin g co mpleted the course in the Fall se meste r, I found mysel f
wonde ring how it wouJd be possi ble to inc lude many oftbe co ncrete illus trations and
exam ples that were so much a part of the learnin g processo f the CO~ ar that time. It
quickly became apparent thai a method of student interaction would be required . It was
decided that a listserv would be useful for providing stude nts with an opportunity to
interac t and discuss the weeks' topics.
Whi le a Iistserv provides f~ asynchronous discussions. it does no t have the same
"flavor" as a true synchronous discussion. For this aspect a piece of software called The
Palace was sugg ested.
A web site wasalsodiscussed, not so much for providing course co ntent, but
rather for the providing cf relev ant dates, answ ers to possi ble technical qu estio ns. links to
relevant external sites, and providin g a short biograph y ofeach of the students . The
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biography is intended to provide a greerersense ofclass membershi p. Discussions would
oot be occurring with a no nentity but ratherwith som eone with interests and experiences
commo n to other members of the class.
In thinking about the initial design of the web site I try to recal l some of the things
that have impressed me by certainweb sites and what ( have dis liked about others. I will
try to learn from other peo ple 's mistakes.
Peer Eva lua rion ortbe Web Site: October. 1996
During this Fall semester I am taking the final course of my Masten program. It
is a course in the applicati on of technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics.
It is focusing on a number of emerging technologies including the world wide web. One
of our assignments includes the finding and evaluation of vario us web sites rel ated to
math ematics.
I decided that my classmates would be a good group o f students to give feedback
on the web site that I have designed for the project course . [ have usedframes in my
des ign andam nervous about their effectiveness. PersonaJl y.1 think that frames help in
the organization of the page , allowing the user to have constant access to the tab le of
contents and able to switch between topics with little difficulty. I have been warned that
there are some technical issue s that may crop up unexpectedly. for example. incorrect
programming may cause the "back key" on the web browser to jump to an unexpected
site . I ha ve tried to anticipate these problems and hope that I have designed the page so
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that such pro blems will not occur.
The resul t of this info rmal survey is general appro val. Theythink that the site is
we ll designed. easy to use and even think the frames are a good idea. Hopeful ly the
students in the project course will feel the same .
Pre-<o une Logistics : November , 1996
The time for the first offering of this co urse is quickly drawing near and I am
starting to become somewha t anxious abo ut the whole affair . Quest ions suc h as: " Will
any body register for this course?" arise. It is also a time to start sending o ff letters to
possi ble registrants explainin g the co urse. the fe rmat, and what computer skill s and.
computer accessibility might be required for a student to take this course.
These questions make me think about the polarizing of society in tO the
techno logical ly rich and poo r. I am wondering if perhaps we are increas in g the difference
between these two groups thro ugh the promoti on of this course in this format . Are we
excluding any possib le registrants from their taking of this course by such technological
requirements? Since aUgraduat e students have access to e-mail and the world wide web
through SlEM- Net then this is DOl the case for this course. However It may certainly be
an issue for oth er COW'SCSin this and other instituti ons.
I have been given copies of the required reading materiels for the course whic h 1
am to copy and send out to any stude nt tha t is later in registering and who won ' t have an
opportunity 10 receive the material from the course instructor. Thefact that the instructor
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will himselfbe remo ved from the site will be an added complicati on since al l these
logisti cal arrangements must be made prior to his departure .
It has been agreed that I will act as a technicalsupport penon should an y
problems of that nature arise . Hopefull y there will be a small num ber ofa rather banal
nature.
Week 1
I have had several e-rnails from studentsasking for co pies of the course readin gs.
In each case I have had to as k for the mailing address of the stude nt, Some are locat ed in
St. John 's while others are in central Newfoundland and also in Labrador . I am pleased
with the response and loca tion of the students. It would appear to me that the course is
making a signifi cant impact already since it is o bvious thatat least one of tile stud ents
would no t be ab le to do the co urse if it was offered in the conventional format. Other
students woul d have a dang ero us wee kly co mm ute.
It would appear that so me o f tbe students are unab le to connect to the World Wide
Web site. I am checking this Out now since thereis infonnation contained there in which
would be use ful for the studen ts to follow . This is a strange thin g sinceit appears that
they are able to connect to other sites on the web .
I am updating the biography page of the web site with the short introductions that
the studen ts are pro viding as their first mail to the listserv . Thi s pro vides them with the
opportuni ty to mak e sure that their e-mail is working correctly and some experience in its
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usc . II also quickly introduces thestUdentsto one another . I wish therewas a way to
have some sort of visual iden tity with each student. Perhaps a small mug-shot ofeach
student would not be a badidea. Tbesecould be quickly scanned into a computer. saved
in either GIF or JPEO format, and added to the biography web page.
WeekI
More stude nts have e-mai led me to say that they are unable to connect to the6634
site . I have checked with other technically minded people and it woutd appear that these
students do n' t have the latest vers ion of their web browser . Perhaps this should have
been stated explicitly in the letter to the students. Apparently the o lder versions of the
various browsers are unable to support the frames thathave been built into this site .
My so lutio n has been to point out to the student whal the prob lem is. that they
sho uld update the ir browser so ftware. andgive them some brie f instructions as to how to
find the latest versi on oftheso ftware andbow to install it on their machine . So far I have
heard back from a few of the students who state that whenthey have done this and tried to
co nnect. they see the site witho ut difficulty . No other technical complaints so far.
There has been a comp laint from the students that received their course readings
from myself. that they are missing a couple of pages . I have checked the original copi es
give n to me by the instructor andnotice that these 100are missing the same pages - hence
the prob lem. I men tion this since I think it illustrat es the need for care ful planning. In
this case the particular pages were of no apparent consequence and so the students will do
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without them.
I have set up the rust of the threequestionnai res.. The first one deal s primaril y
with an assessment of the student's background in terms ofeducation and computer
experience, some logistical questions and alsoa quick summary of wh y they took this
course . The fomt is an interactive web page form tha t l have modi fied, with permission.
from a form used by Dr. Michael Co llins in his Biology course offered over the we b.
Whil e the level ofstude nt in the two courses may be quite differen t (undergraduate versus
gra duate) the type of questions that need to be asked remain the same, at least for an
initial investigatio n into the effectiveness of this type of mediwn. It migh t be an idea to
compare results with the Bio logy course once this proj ect is complete.
WeekJ
The course instructor hassolv ed the frames problem in a way thaJ.should have
been obvious to me from the stan.. My solutio n invol ved changing the studen t's
configuration to suit the present techno logy . Now that I reflect on this approach I am
rather sheepish about my input in this area, lbe solution given by the instructor was to
bui ld a new front page for the web site that does eot inc lude frames but offen the
opportunity to use frames ifone's browser is able. Such a solution provides a greater
flexibility to the student. It removes the student one step further from the technol ogy .
I have always been an advocate of using techn ology where appropriate. Howe ver,
it should not hinder instruction but rather be transparent to the user and help in the
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transmission ofthe material . I must admi t that I did not mee t these: criteria in ather my
initial production ofthe web site or the provision of an app ropriate sol ution.
My solutio n required thatthe student rake the onus of meeting the demands ofthe
techn ology. They must now dcaJwith a who le new ski ll SCL They must be capab le of
changing the configuration of their comp uter or find so meo ne that can do it for them .
Thi s is not the point of this course and such a requirement only added a grea ter level of
stress to the stud ents.
The instructor's solution required that the technology adjust to the studen t. Thi s is
a much more studcnt -fiicnd.Iy scenario and one which I shall endeavor to follow in the
future .
Week 4
All of the technical queries seem to be answe red. The e-mail s to myse lf have
dropped off to nothing and no further complaints seem ( 0 have arisen. From the num ber
of submi ss ions to the listscrv it would appearthat most of the srudents are fully
immersing themse lves into the course and seem to have little difficult )' in accessing an y
of the information given cither online or as part of the course materials .
I am finding it interestin g to note how the discussions online have been going .
Havin g done the same course during the previous year on site, I realize that the bulk of
the learning within this cours e goes on during the disc us sion of the ass igne d course
problems . The disc ussions helped each of the students in my particular class evaluate
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how problem solving aetually works for each ofus and.in so doing. helped illumina te
how the processof problem solving might be integrated. within the mathematics
CW'riculwn both as a method to enhancethe understanding of othercourse materials and
also as a topic unto itself.
The advantage of a discussion on site is that in trying to describe the concepts and
processes followed in theattainment of a particular solution. one is able to draw upon
more than simple words for the cce versenon . Facial expressions. vocal tones. concrete
objects and diagram s may be used to help illustrat e a point quickly and accurately. The
online discussions are perhaps a double-edged sword in this regard. The students must
try and describe accurately to each of the other students their own mental process. This
requires a very care fully worded electronic transmi ssion to avoid confus ion and
misunderstandings. While this may be difficult to avoid, I believe it may actually
enhance the reflecti ve aspect of the course. Just a thougbL
Week 5
I have finally received the last of the letters ofconseot from each of the students in
the course to use the questionnaire results and their comments in this project report. It
has taken quite a bit longer than I anticipated. [suspect that the students simp ly placed
the letter on a table and left it there until they got sick of looking at it. Looking back now
I wonder if perhaps a more efficient means to collect their approval might have been to
have the letter online with the student submittin g their approval in this manner.
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The advantage of an onl ine form would be the instantaneous recei pt of the answtt
(at least instantaneous from the time of submissioQ ). Perhaps a point for other COUJSCS to
consider. Another advantage is the amount of time requiredto su bmit the form . A
tradi tional ' snai l-mai l' postage would requirethestudent to fill out the form and then
physicall y post the letter . In the online version the letter is sent from thecomputer so the
inconvenience of finding a post box docs not exist.
Perha ps a small po int but I think it illustrates the busy lives of those peo ple
involved in thi s course . Live s have become so cl uttered with other fami ly, job and social
respo nsibilities that a new addition - no matter how trivial - beco mes di fficul t to fit in.
Response tim e would depe nd upon the individual s personal set of priorities. If this
particulac set of students is similar to myself , then these extra schoo l responsibilities take
a becksear to other commion ents and remain low on the priori ty totem pole.
Week'
I am.in the process oflooking at the overvi ew questionnaire of the stud ents
invo lved in this class . I kno w most oftbc students and so something of their own
background . I am able to put a face to almost all of tbcir names . I find it interesting how
a face, with associated personality, helps make con versation and the understanding ofa
viewpo int so much easier . I anticipate that this wi ll be one of the comm ents at the end of
the course - the lack of a physicaJ.identity to plac e with the e-mai l caricature tha t will
have been dev eloped in the mind 's eye .
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I happened to hear on one of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation radio
broadcasts recently a description of the Masters of Business Education program from one
of the universities in Ontario (Queen s University I believe) . The entire program is
delivered via distance . One of the more advanced technologie s was the three-wa y video
link with each student being able to see the instructo r and other students. This would
certainl y take care of the lack ofa visual contact between class members . The comments
made by the students invo lved in the program were all very positive. Students were
"attending" class from as far away as Whitehorse. One of the major drawbacks was the
incredibly high cost ofthe course for the student.
While such techno logies may allow for the lowering of physical barriers. the sheer
cost of the course - high due to the need for cost recovery on the technologies in place -
would present an economic barrier which may not be as easy for some students to
overcome. Yet another example of the polarizing of society along the haves and have-
nets .
Week 7
The discussion seems to be waning somewhat these past two weeks. In fact one
of the students even commented as to whether or not anyo ne was still out there. Perha ps
this is somewhat symptomatic of a class whose lives continue on in spite of the fact that
they are taking this course . Work. family and personal commitments sometimes take
priority over school. This might be one of the reasons for the slump . The instructor also
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did not post topi cs for discussion for this parti cular week, For a graduate class thi s
shoul d not bea major reason to stop learning from.one another . However, I am sure there
was some slowi ng of the co nversational threadsbecause of this .
Perhaps this illustrates the necessity of an instructor in the running ofa distance
ed ucati on course. I am remind ed of the reason that so many admi nistrators are loo king so
longin gly at distance educatio n as a meansof increas ing students numbers whi le
decreas ing costs . I am not a proponent of such a theo ry . Apart from the cost of course
development. the need to keep student teacher ratio s at a minimum is a pedagogical
imperative. Hopin g to effectively educate thousands of stude nts us ing a sing le instru ctor
may be an econ omic salvation. but may also bea pedag ogical di saster.
Week 8
This wee k ' s discussion continued a threadof paralleling mus ical ability and that
of mathematical ability . The fact that such an offshoot of a discussion shoul d occur is a
reassuring feature ofthis discussion group in my opinion. The building of these cross-
generative relationships is indicative of the type of thinking tha t is possi ble to generate
even in a distance formal. Particularly within a graduat e leve l class it must be expec ted
that the level of di sc ussion wo uld rise above the trivi al and obvi ous . While such a
discussion may very well rise on its own, the instructor may provide the catalyst to get it
moving in a somewhat directed focus .
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Wee k 9
Very few contributions to thcdiscussion this week . In fact [ was wondering if
there may DOt be some technical prob lems whic h migh t be at the root of this problem . I
haveDOt received any calls of distress so perhapsit is simpl y a slow week on the menla1
end oflhings. Well. I find that tlUs week. is also a slow week for myself. Not much in
the way of things to note or discuss. My only comment wou ld be that there is very little
in the way of content for this wee k' s discussion. This is in stark contrast to the comments
mad e concerning last week 's discussion, Then agai n. even in a face to face class not all
classes are outstanding. There are high points and low points. Perha ps this is simply a
low point in the term for the stud ents. I wonder if there has been a stud y done on when
these vario us highs and lows occur? Are they usuall y at the beginning. end or middle of
the term ? How woul d thisclass co mpare to any other classes utilizin g the same types of
technology?
Week 10
The term is windin g do wn and I find that I reall y have not much more to add in
terms of critical or re flective observations. Perhaps now migh t be a good time to try and
swnm arize this experience for myse lf.
I must admi t that I began this exerc ise with a feeling of trepida tion. Technically. 1
knew that the settin g up of the Web site would not po se a large prob lem. As it turned out
however . while the technical side went fine (at least for the site) the design aspect was
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somewhat lacking . I fell into the techno logy trap of buil ding on the latest innovation
witho ut ensuring tha t earlier technologies would also be accommodated. This is a fact
that I hope I never forget.
My solutio n to the problems the:students were having with the website was to
modify the student 's computer configuration insteadof modifying the site. Once again
this. I fee l, was inadequate for the student.. It required a knowledge base that was no!
necessarily in place and that should DOt have been required. Theoptimal solution would
be to modi fy the site so that the student would not have to modi fy the co nfiguration of
their co mputer at all. The best techno logy to usc: might be the technology that is invisible
to the user .
I have promptly answered any technical questions that were presen ted to me. Thi s
r did in an effo rt to keep thestudents from feeling iso lated and bereft of any help.
Whether or not I was successful would be the students' decision .
My observations ofme online discussions that took place: indicate that a relatively
high level of thinking was takiDg place: throughout the term. The mode of discussion
required thatthe student rwninateon the concepts presen ted in order to dearly and
succinctly present any personal views. They were forced to describe in detail their own
mental proc esses in solving problems - an exercise that may help them understand the
problem solving process to a greater degree .
Overall I think tha t the course went reasona bly well - perhaps in spi te of an y effort
on my part. I am reminded of a say ing that the good students in a class will learn despite
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the best efforts of the teacher. Perhaps a eegedve view ofthc teaching establishment, but
a saying nonetheless .
I hope that this exerci se will beof benefit to any future distance course
developments.
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CHAPTERS
D(SCUSSION OF QUES110NNAlRE AND LISTSERV RESULTS
Oiscussioa or Questioanaire Results
Studmt Profile
Questionnaire responses indica ted that students ranged in age from 25 to 40. Only
one of the students was not officially registered in a masters ofeduearion program . From
this data it may be assumed that the students are at the beginning or middle of their
professional careers .
There was only one male parti cipant in the class of seven students. It is an
interesting observation that.. in a field in which wome n have characteristical ly been fewer
in number. significantly more women were enrolled in this class than men.
The needfor a greater amount of communication between faculty and
administration may be indicated by the answers given by students as to wbetber or not
they realized the course would be offered in this format. While a description cf the
course indicating the format wassent to aUpossi ble graduate students. one student
registered without realizing either the format or the technical expertise required by the
course . This was due to the fact tha t the stude nt was not a registered grad uate studen t and
so the studen t's name was not on the mailing list.
Four of the seven students hadtaken a COIU'SCthe previous semester from the same
instructor and hadfound out about the course and new format from him. Thi s
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fami liari.z:3tioomay have beenone of the factors in the breakdown ofcomm unic:ation. It
was mistakenly assumed that the aPPIOPriate information had beentransmitted to
everybody by word ofmouthsince the graduate community hereat MemorialUniversity
o f Newfoundland is a relatively small community, or by the sending out oftbe initial
letter of introduction to prospective students (see appendix A).
DiJtaace Educa tio n Backgrou nd
Four of the six questionnaire respondents had do ne at least one distance educa tio n
course prio r to this one. Students ' prior experi ences and successes wi th the difficulties
associ ated with the use of technology and its use in a distance educatio n format may have
softe ned the impact of this partic ular format for these students. Three of these four
students reported having used e-mail in other disIanceeducation courses.
Students had differing attitudes towards the COW'Se format, Those students
expressing enthusiasm for the format also had greater difficulties in commuting
throughout the Newfoundland Winter. Others found the format beneficial due 10.....ork.
and perso nal commitments. The time andloca.tion convenience appealed 10 most because
ofthesc: factors . Those Students expressing ambivalence towards the format statedthat
they woul d have taken the course whether it was offe red via distance or in the traditio nal
format. Theneed for appro priate course credits anda lack of other appro priate course
selections wo uld appear to cause these students 10 feel they must take what ever course is
offered in their field. no matter what the course fonnat happe ned 10 be.
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At the beginning of the term it was questioned whether any potential students had
been discouraged from taking this course because oflhe format, In checking with the
Registrar's office it was found that all graduate students that required this particular
course had registered for it. It would appear that the change in ferma t was not great
enough to discourage students from taking the course.
Student Skill Set
Students indicated a range of computer experience. from expertise in all listed
areas to a little experience with e-mai l and word processing. Stude nts having limited
computer ski lls may have experienced a sense of nervousness since this cours e uses the
computer as its primary vehicle of communication. However. since the choic e of course
format was external to the student. success in the course for these less experienced
students may have instilled a positiv e attribute towards this type of course . Those
stude nts with more experience with computers may have been more self-assured having
fewer concerns about the format of the course .
In the seco nd questionnaire. students were asked to indicate what they felt would
bethe most important computer skills to have before taking a course in this format.
Proficiency in the use of e-mail incl uding how to anac h files. knowledg e of web browsers
and word processing were all indicated as areas in which a prio r know ledge would be an
asset. Thesewere also the areas that students indica ted as having some technical
diffic ulties during the term . Techni cal difficulties with e-mailing assignments. old
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browsers, and incompatible word processor files all occurred in the first half of the
course .
For the instruct or, technical issues such as the format of submitted assignm ents
might have been an issue if the word processing package used was not one of the more
common packages. Compatibility between the instructor's and students' computer and
operating system are technical issues that shou ld be addre ssed before the start of the
course . If conve rs ion packages need to be installed then the instructor's skill set should
also includ e profi ciency in the use of these packages.
Connectivity Q ues tions
Conne ctivity questions are important for the user of Internet services. While most
students used the STEM -Net service provided to teachers in Newfoundland and
Labrador, there is some question as to whethe r this service will be available for much
longer . In future students may be required to purchase their 0\'011 connections through
Internet servic e providers. One of the students decided to use a private Internet service
provider instead of the STE M-Net service. Reason s stated for the change in Internet
prov ide rs included the limited number of hours allowed on STEM -Net. The student felt
that the alloca ted time would not be sufficient. Unfortunately the student experienced a
number of interru ptions in service and did not find satisfaction in the technical help
provided by the company. Such interruptions in service can prove to be frustrating for the
student. While they may not miss out on the entire listserv conversation since the
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messages continue to reside in their mai lbox. they are forced to wade through a backlog
of messages and try to follow the thread of me conversation once they become re-
connected.
Stu d en t Sa tisf actio n
The questi onnaires were spread out over the term to give an indica tion o f any
chang e in stude nt perception. enjoyment. or degree ofsa risfaction of the course. Both the
seco nd and third questionnaires asked the student whether they were satis fied with the
co urse and whethe r or not they would take another course in the same format or
reco mmend thecourse to a friend. In the second questionnaire five of the six respo ndents
stated that they wen: either satisfied or very satisfied with the course, would recommend
the course to a friend and wo uld consider taking another course given in the same format.
The sixth student gave a satisfied response co nc:eming the course and would co ns ider
taking another in the future but failed to give any response to the recc mm eedarioe to a
friend question. The four respondents to the third questi onnaire all stated that they were
either satisfied or very satis fied with the course and would both recommend the course to
a friend and consider taking another course given in the same forma t.
Web Design
The secon d questi onoa.ire results also indicate d tha t the students were very
satisfied with the design of the web pages; desp ite the fact that the initi al design
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co ntaining the frames format was not compatib le with some of their browsers. Onl y one
penon indica ted tha t thepages themselves were too loog and that the navigation through
the pages was not obvious. The fact that the frames aspect cf the web design caused so
much confusion and needless panic for students that wen: already in an unfamili ar
situati on is enough to make their use in the future questionable for the author . The
frustra tion caused by this circumstance may have caused students to doubt their own
abilities. particularly since the problem persisted for over a wee k before being reso lved.
Having little or 0 0 prior knowledge base upon which to build, the studen ts were forced to
wait in this sta te until a solution was found. During this time concern about their future
success in this co urse and a negative perception on the use of technology within the area
of distance educatioo may have develo ped.
Visual Co ntact
The second questionnaire gives the tim. indication that face-to -face COO1aC1 was
missed by the students in this course despite the techno logies in place. It bad been hoped
that the use of the 1is1serv and e-mail would be sufficient to overco me this desire .
However , students indicated lbat they were missin g visual contact. In particular studen ts
desired a face- to- face talk wi th the instructor coocernin g the ass ignme nt content. Such
co mme nts would seem to indicate that the abil ity to co mmunicate at any time and receive
a personal rep ly to the comm ent using e-mail is still not an optimum mode of
co mmunicatioo for some studen ts.
n
Another student wondered if there wasas much one-on -one communication in
this mode as there might have been in a face-to-face classroom setting. The comment
itself would seem to indicate that this particular student was finding that this was indeed
the case and that this aspect of the classroom setting is valued as an important part of the
collegial experience . Despite the ability of the students to interact on a more personal
level through the use of e-mail, this medium was rarely used for this purpose.
VisualizatioD Pr ob lems
Visual ization of the presented exercises was a problem for most students. Trying
to indicate how various solutions were achieved proved to be difficult for some. As
mentioned previously , however, the exercise of trying to put into words what had
originally been fleeting thoughts , might have been one of the benefits of this course
format. The instructor's comments show that the instructor recognized this difficul ty and
has made some suggestions as to how this might be overcome in any subsequent offerings
of this course.
The visualization problem led one student to question the rationa lefor choosin g
this course for delivery in this format This highlights the need for a considered selection
process in deciding which courses are to be offered in a distance format and also in the
choice of instructional methodologies and technologies.
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COllne Co mpontnu
Students generally gave a positive reaction lO the various course co mponents. The
course readings had one perso n indicate that they were of no help in undemanding the
courseco ntent , another felt that the readings were too long while a third felt that more
readings from a different standpoint would behelpful. Despite the group's small size
various student perspectives are represented; those that want more work ; those that want
less. desiring only the minim um amoun t of work to pass the course; and the majority that
do what is requ ired. deriving what they can from the course. A range of motivations
would appear to beexpresse d in these stude nt types: those that are motivated to becom e
mastery stu dents. those for who m the amount of work did not fill their appe tite for the
subject., versus the performance oriented students motiva ted by the mark at the end of the
term.
The use ofe-mail to communicate on an individual basis wasnot used as much as
the author bad ori&ina1ly anticipated. The trend indicated that if a student used this mode
of communication, then they did so extensively . If they were not so inclined, then they
did so reservedly. This is much thesame as in a regular classroom setting in which there
are those students that tend to hang around at the end of theclass to chat and ask
questions ofeach othe r and the instructor, while there are others that leave, for numerous
reasons, as soon as the class is ove r. The mimi cking of this particular on site group
dynamic was an interesting side effec t of this technology.
De spite the earlier indication of a des ire for face-to-face comm unication, all
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stud ents indicated tha t the level of interaction with and their access to the instructor was
suffi cienL Perhaps this is an indication that, at least at the graduate level. face-to-face
comm unication. while desirable. is not a necessaJY component of a distance education
co urse. lbe instruct or appeared to have met the needsof the studen ts despite the phy sic.aJ
distance separating them . It would appear that promp t repli es to e- mail messages he lp to
minim ize the degree of isola tion that surrounds the student in a distance educatio n class.
The degree:of promp tness is an individual factor that varied from 12 hours to two day s
depending on the perso n. When deal in g with an async hronous fonn of comm unication. it
would appear that the best rule to follow would be to reply to e-mail messages at the first
oppo rtuni ty . If time is required to formulate an answ er , to check facts, find sources , then
a quic k no te to the concerned party indicating that their question is being considered
might he lp to reduce the sense of isol ation. This may also have the dual effect of allay ing
the ir fears that their message wasnot received, and also of imbuin g a sense of perso nal
academic worth 10 the student, Most students checked and sent off their e-mail at least
once a da y, some twice a da y. Questionnaire results would seem 10 indicaie that most
students expect to recei ve a reply 10 their queries by the time of their next login.
Generally a discussion orien ted course, students wereasked to perfo rm.four bas ic
tasks in aying to understand the ro le of probl em solving in mathematics education. The
instru ctor hadthe stude nts first solve probl ems. a process that was to co ntinue
throughout the remai nder of the course . Next, the stud en ts were asked to reflect on the
process they followed in solving these probl ems . Thirdly, having revisited what the
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prob lem solving process consists of, students were asked to create and implement a
prob lem solving unit. Finally, the unit was to beexamined in terms of how effective it
was in the classroom. Each of these four exercises involves the student in an active
learning situation. The first two assignments find the student involved in active doing,
then active reflection on a personal level. The second two assignments mimic the first
but on a more general and personal ly relevant scale.
Th e second set of assignments placed the student in a contextuall y relevant
situation . Students were nor discussing theories without application but rather were
app lying theories and reflecting on their effective ness in their own teaching practices .
This personal izing of the course materials appeared to have made the course more
intrinsical ly motivating.
Coune Evaluatio n
One of the aspects of the course that was ofa particular concern to the developers
was the course evaluation. When the course was presented in a classroom setting the
course evaluation included a presentation to the class. This aspect of the course
evaluation was found to be difficult to incorporate into the new distance format .
Eventual ly it was decided that three assignments and listserv contributions would be used
as the evaluation tools for the course. Questionnaire responses indicate tha t the students
were satis fied with this format, offering no alternate form of evaluation .
A collaborative effort was made possib le by the instructo r in the stude nts'
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summarizing of listserv discussions. Students were encouraged to work togeth er on this
sho rt assignment. The collaborative format was found to be an effective method and
echoes the res ults of Yakimovicz and Murphy (199 5), werabe , Hamalainen and Whinston
(1995), and Berge andCollins (1995).
The leve l of student contribution to the listserv variedconsidera bly throughout the
term . Stude nts gave time as the basic reason for their amount of contri butio n. Time was
required to read prom pts and other student postings, as well as construct and type a reply .
Adding this amount to the regular priorities of wo rk and family can be demanding. As
such, students found themse lves replying to what interested them and only then if wha t
they were goi ng to say had not already been stated by another student The emphas is on
qual ity versus quantity was not a bad thing. Verbose e-mailings tended to fall flat as they
lacked the natural tonal. facial and body inflection found in an anima ted face-to-face
conversation.
ListJerv Discussion
E-mail Correspondence
During the Winter semest er. part time graduate students that are also teaching in
the regular school syste m must divide the ir time between their own course work and the
added pressure of giving and marking school exams during the last part of January. Full
time students wi ll. by the same time period, be faced with assignments for their vario us
These two factors may accoun t for the dramatic drop in postings between weeks
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threeand five. Week e leven markedthe start of the Easter breakduring which mon: time
may have been set as ide for contributions to the listserv . It was also near the endof term .
Since part of the fmal grade wasto bebased on listserv contributions. part of the renewed
activity may have beendue to this fact.
TOevalue of 17% as an average share of the listserv time is a reflection oflhe
teaching sty le employed by the instructor which is described in his own reflections of the
course as being student-centered . Armstrong (1996 ) suggested that the facilitato r
approac h may provide the most effective teaching mode for the distance education
instructor.
Teac hmg Format
The instructor suggested thaJ:the "sit-back.-and-Iet-the.<fiscussion-happeo"
approac h may not beas effective in this type of enviro nmen t, The students have no
immediatefeedback. in the fonn of a nod.eye contact or other body language to let them
know that their input has been acknowledged and is appreciated . As suggested by the
instructo r, a more modera ted approach may induce a mo re consisten t number of
contributions.
Size of Contribution
Apart from the number of contributions . both the size of contribution and the
quality of contribution are imponant characteristi cs. The size of thecontribution might
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be seen as an indicato r of the amount of time requiredby the student to compose . type.
and send the mailing . lt may alsobe an indication ofw amount of time required to read
the weekly assortmen t of mailings on the listserv . Thetime factor has important
implications for the number of students thatmay be accommodated per class. This course
had seven students participating through the semester . Even with this small number the
amount of e-mai l traffic wasconsiderable. The quality of correspondence gives an
indicatio n of bow effecti ve the course format is in meeting its stated objectives . It also
indicated the leve l of thinking exerc ised by the student With a chance for reflection.
students had the oppo rtuni ty to incorporate their ideas into othe r knowledge base
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Table 2 provides da1adescribing the e-mail activity ofeach studeDl. E-mail
allowed a student to quote what lIDOdIerstudentbad written if he or she wished to make a
comment on the message. This promoted continuity of the di scussion within the
asynchronous setting. Sincea previous message had most likely been read. then the
amount oftime required to glance at the quoted portion of the messag e and recall its
meaning was assumed to benegligi ble. For this reaso n the quo tations have been left out
oftbe time calculations within me table.
The first row of tbe table gives the total numberof words within each of the
student' s and the insttuctor' s messages fortbe tenD. The value inc ludes only messages
sent to the Iistserv. Individual e-mail messages to other srudents or to the instructor are
not included. Tbe second row iedicares me total number of words in the messag es scot
per student and instructor minus the amount of quotations included in the message .
From this informati on it is possi ble to extrapolate the amount of time the students
and instructor spent in usin g the listserv during the term, Theamount ohime is
dependent upon a person' s reading and typing speed.Exact values for tbese variables are
unknown for both the students and the instructor . HOWCVCT. by assumingN;Ovalues it is
poss ible to get an indication of tbe amoom of time spent in using the listscn'during the:
term . The values assumedwere a typing speedof 20 ....o rds per minlIle and a reading
speed of300 words per minute . Since student B dropped the CO UISe thentime spen t by
this stud ent on the listserv w"ere: not calculated. The 2 messages sent by this stude nt were:
inc luded in the overall calculations.
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Values in the third row were calculated by taking the Dumber ofwords sent by the
student, less quotes, and dividing this value by the assumed value of20 words per minute.
The assumed value waschosen deliberately low to allow for time composing the
messages. However, the value may have been significantly higher bad the student spen t
tim e composing responses and messages before going online.
Values in the fourth row were calculated for each student and the instructor by
finding the swnof the number of words. less quotes. for all but the individual in question.
The individual student was left out ofthis equation. It was assumed that since the student
composed thesemessages then he or she would not then read them once they were posted-
This sum was then divided by the assumed reading speed of 300 'words per minute. For
example, when finding the value for student A. a.Ilvalues from row two were added
except the ...alue for student A. The resultant was then di...ided by the assumed value of
300 words per minute.
Rows seven and eight. the total online time for the listser v. was calculated by
adding the values from rows three and four then dividing by 60 to get a value in hours.
The calculated values. based on assumed values of a typing speedof 20 .....ords per minute
and a reading speedof 300 words per minute. gave a range of values from a low of6.0 to
a high of 11.2 hours for the students with the insouctor investing 142 hours .
A significan t value in this tabl e is the average length of the e-mail message . ~0St
o f the students fell within the 100 - 200 word range per message . This corresponds to the
size ofa paragraph. Scanning through the semester' s messages reveals that this is indeed
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the case . Most students treated each e-mail as a single comment on a particular topic.
Message length is also an indication of the time and effort that the studen t put
forth in the composition of e-mai l messages. Students were reacti ng to previous lines of
thought and generating new threadsof conversation, Thecontent of the messages gave
evide nce of the involvement of higher order thinking skills. Student interactions became
acti vities of constructing shared meaning of the material echoing the results of Berge &
Co llins (1995).
Stu dent Time Inv estm ent
This particular distance education course was a two credit course. This means
that. in an on-si te setting, students meet for a total of two hours per week for the full
thirt een week term for a total of twen ty six hours . As may beseen in Table 2. the time
required of this student in reading andcomposing messages on the listserv ranged from a
low of 6.0 hours to a high of 11.2 hours. This includes the time required to compose and
send material as well as read other students' contributions. The necessity of on-line
participation forced each student to beactive in this learning environment. Looking at the
time required to type and compose messages, the equivalent of discussin g and makinga
class presentation, it may be seen that students contributed over thirty seven hours of
work in a course which on site would have taken place in a twenty six hour timespan.
Students developed the directio n and pace of the class dis cuss ions based initially
on the prompts presented by the instructor. but too k more of a lead role as the term
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progressed . The instructo r' s contributions to the listserv were greater in number and
longer in composition when compared to the students' compositions. However, the
instructor did not overshadow the discussion setting, choosin g instead to provide initial
discussion prompts to guide the students and to summarize the students ' discussions at
the end of each week. Students were encouraged to pursue alternate lines of discussion.
e.g . on the relationship berween music and mathematics, and the role of assumptions.
Students were al lowed to develop the focus and direction of the specific topics while the
instructo r guided them in the direction of the overall course topic.
ClauSize
Class size is a determining factor in the amount of time that might be required to
keep up with the listserv correspondence. This class had seven students that completed
the course plus the instructor. Correspondingly, the amount of e-mail was not exhausting .
although one student mentioned that keeping up with even this amount of material was a
difficult task. Extrapolating the amount oftime that might be required for managing
larger class sizes, it may be readily seen that.even with moderately sized classes of 20 to
30 students , the time may triple or even quadruple. Adminis trators seeking an economi c
windfall through the packing of distance education classes with hundreds , even
thousands, of stud ents should be aware of this incredible worlcloadon both the faculty
member andthe students . It would be impossible for either the student or the instructo r
to keep abreast of the amount of e-mail generated by such numbers.
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Summary
In general it woul d appear that the studen ts enjoyed parti cipating in this course
and found the format 10 be an effective means of presenting and discuss ing the course
materials. Some studen ts expressed baving difficulty in visual izing some o f thepresented
problems and so lutions . Students also bad di fficulty in desaibing their so lutions to the
rest of tile class in a pure ly textual fashion. The instructor recognized these diffi culties
andhas suggested that future offerings of this course in thi s fonnat also include theuse of
an electro nic whiteboard or so me othe r gra phically intense medium.
The curricul um resources provi ded by the instructo r were viewe d pos itive ly by the
students. They rated the web based mate rials as well-designed and user- frie ndly . This
was only qualified by an indicati on of initial problems encountered due to the use of
fram es and the older vers ions of the web browsers usedby some stude nts. The course
readings were descri bed as sufficien t and appropriate for the course matter. The amount
of required reading wasno t overly burdensome for the stud ents .
Theamount oflistserv and e-mail traffi c gene rated by the students and instructor
was heavy. but reponed as manageab le for most of the students. One student stared that it
wasdifficult to keep up with the amount, It follo ws that keep ing abreast o f the various
discussions and addressing the topical issues may prove [0 beprob lematic for both the
instructor andstudents invo lved in larger classes. The amount of time invested in this
course form at proved to be comparable to, if not greater than, the amo unt oftime a
student would invest in a face -to-face classroom setting.
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CHAPTER.
RE COMMENDAnONS AND CO NC LUSION
Recommendations
This project has provide d an oppommity to reflec t upon and monitor various
aspects of the implementation of a distance education course. Thecourse delivery was
based o n the use of a listse rv, e-mail faci lities as well as print materials mailed to the
students. The choice of these media was influenced by the stated course objectives. the
desired teaching strategy, and the techno logy available to the student and instructo r. AJI
involved report ed having enjoye d the course andfelt tha t it hadmet the sta ted objectives.
It would beconvenie nt to pul l a prescri ptive list of procedures from this projec t
which oth er instructors and course designers might follow in the hope ofachi eving
similar success. This. however, would be neither practical nor pedagogically sound. The
rate of technological change and the variab les associat ed with a specific combination o f
students . instructor, course content and delivery mode! mak e the provision of such a list
an impracticality. Howeve r, there are a num ber of gene ral questions whic h have been
generated from this project which might be cons idered w hen setting up a course for
distance deli very when using this techn ology set.
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Who will be teaching this course and would a change in instructo r require a
change in the course setup or choice of computer techno logy?
Who will be offering technical assistance to the students while they are
registered for this course?
Who will pay for the technical assistance?
What technology will be utilized in the implementation of the course?
What, if any. changes to the course presentation and evaluation must be made
in order to implement the course in a workable distance format?
Why was this particular course chosen for distance delivery ?
What might be the characteristics of a typical student enro lled in the course ?
How many students wiUbe enrolled in the course?
How will students be informed of the course format and of any technical
requirements before the start oCthecourse?
Where will students beable to access any onl ine mate rials?
When will students meet in the virtual classroom for synchronous discuss ion
of course content?
When will the student set aside a specific time to concentrate on the course
content and activities ?
What means of courseware evaluation may be implemented?
9\
Choice of instructor may influ~nc~ course setup and choice of mt!dia.
Each instructor has their own unique style affecting the manner in whic h a course
is presented. This affects the type of technology chosen. Topic discussions and grou p
pro blem solvi ng activities provided personal insights into the problem solving process
and how it might be incorporated into the mathematics classroom. Consequently it was
deci ded that any technology chosen for distance delivery of this cours e should provid e the
capability to contin ue with this particular methodology.
It is not clear whether all course instruct ors can be equall y profi cient in the use of
emerging media. For the developer of distance courseware the level of instructor
co mpu ter profici ency is an impo rtan t factor since it may pre-de termine what medi a are
im pleme nted and subsequ ently affect how the co urse is structured.
Technkal assistance must be mad~ avaihzbJef or students.
The need for technical assistance was mad e apparent in the delive ry of web
courses as technical difficul ties in both hardwar e and software may aris e. Students
should not have to deal with these problems in iso lation. It was found in this instance
that students can re ly on the technical experti se of the course instructor. Howe ver . this
may not alway s be the case since the technical ability of each instructor will vary
considerably . Although friends. re latives and work mates were also sources of technical
advi ce. an apparent and dedica ted technical servi ce system was viewed as a refin ement.
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Specifi cally. pub lic relation skills, co mmtmication ski lls . patience and technicalexpertise
in hard ware and software may need to bereviewed ascharacteristiccomponents o f such a
service .
R~pofUibililyl or fXlYlIILlltlo r teclfl,ictd lUSislallce ",1IStM pre-dn umilled.
Putting a hel p service in place may incur extra course del ivery costs . These costs
may beco me significant if an insti tutio n decides to o ffer a number of courses via distance.
A num ber of options ma y beco nsidered to pay for these costs .
A n at fee may be incorporated into the course fee. All students would
co ntri bute in this manner to the pro vi sion of technical assistan ce.
A user -pay number might be estab lished . In this way o nly those students
that use the system beco me responsible for the continuation of the servi ce .
The institution may consider establishing a toll freephone line providi ng
access to the system.
A separate eewsgro up or listserv ma y be established to r handlingtechnical
questions.
Choicu m ust be IIIIJde in terms 0/ specifu: IMtihz 10 M used/or course delivery.
Primaryconc ern general ly lies with the course co ntent, course objectives and the
various teachin g strategi es that wi ll beemployed by the instruct or in meeting these
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objectives. Such course specific properties tend to be the lmpe11lS in deciding which
1Cclmologies will be implemented. In thiseoerse the insttuc10r decided upon a discussion
base! leaming enviroomenL This led 101bc:decision10 use a listserv as the delivery
vehic le while otheraspecuof thecourse. for example course outline and time lice . would
be placed on WWWpages. It should DOtbe perceivedthat the S1I'UC'1\ftof tbe course
must remain staric. As thecourse develops and the insttuctor reflects on the posi tive and
negative aspects of 1he course delivery , other media may be recognized as being more
appro priate. For example. in this course the instructor suggested that in the next delivery
of the course the use of an interactive white board, as we ll as the use of graphics or
a.ni.mations might prove 10 be useful in helping students vi sualize specific problems.
The technol ogical capabilities oflhe instructor must also be taken into account. In
this course the inmuctor was literaie in many different areas of computer use .
Im plemen ting the listscrv aDdWWW site was not a concern. 11Jcinstructor \10"35 DOl
required to learn a new skill set prior to the start of the course.
Student abili ty to use or quickly learn how to usc the assoc iated teehnol~' and
the studen t's access to tbe technology must also be considered. Certain asswnptiCDSmust
be made in this area. Within this particular course students wen: madea....are of tbe
computer skills 1ha1 would be required for participation in this course through the use of a
letter sent out to prospective students before the start of the semester . It might be worth
investigating whethe r thecourse fOrmal discriminates against those students that do not
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have the tech nical background to participate in this course.
Assumptions were made concerning student access to hardware. There is not
much point in having distance educatio n through online techno logy if the student is
unable to access the resources through a lack of hardware. In this course the student was
made awar e of this requirement throu gh the pre-cou rse letter.
Com puter software used in the co urse must be available to the student. The
student must be able to access any new pieces of software and have the technical
expertise to instal l new programs or have access to an outs ide technica l resourc e to help
them through this process. This was made evide nt in this course during the first weeks
when 1\\'0 of the students were having difficult y in accessi ng the WWWsite. It became
apparent that the students did not have the correct vers ion of the WWWbrowserand
wou ld have to update their versio ns. Technical help was provided by the author and by
colleagues and friends of the two students.
As much as possible, the technology employed should remain in the background.
enhan cing the amount of student-teacher and student-student interactions. The technology
should not be an impediment to the learnin g process. Within this cou rse the original
course format of student-centred. discussion based classes sugges ted the implement ation
of a listserv. The use of a WWW site provid ed the instructor with an oppo rtunity to
update weekly problems and suggest alternative web sites for more information on the
topic of problem solving.
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CJrturgrs 10 tIt~ CDIITU preuwtlltiolt turd nw/1UItiotf ",., be lI eces:IlU')' ill onJo- to
implnnntt tIt~ CDIU'U ill II worUble distmtcr!O mlllt
Whi le no change in co urse objectives shoul d occur when co nverting to a distance
mode . it may be necessary to alter the traditi onal presentation of the course materi al as
we ll as the evaluation format used . One of the rcISOQS why this particular co urse was
chosen to be implemented using a distan ce format was because of the particular mode of
presen tation that was used when it was taught in a face to face manner. Themain part of
the co urse was the interacti on occurring in the classroom. It was felt that this interaction
may be co ntinued through the use of the Iistserv . There were difficulties in app lication.
These difficulties were primaril y due to misundclstandings ofassigned problems which
sometimes required a visual tnterpreenon. The instruct or recognized these difficul ties
and sugg ested the use of more graphi cs on the web she or the use of an interacti ve
while board. There was also a problem with the listservwhen immedi ate reactions WCIe
required in a disc ussion. Again. the instruct or proposed the use of a synchro nous chat
facility and hoped that this will do much to facilitate the discussions and help el iminate
some of thc misunderstandings in futwe offerings of me COW5e.
Specific COlUSd must br chosor!or distanu dd ilJoy.
Students may express a des ire for this mode of de livery due to personal time
sched ules. famil y responsibilities . transportation difficul ties or geographic locati on. This
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parti cular course was offered through distancedue to the particular set o f circumstances
for that term: the only mathematics education instructor in the univ ersity wo uld be away
for the semester . Thi s meant tha t either a distance course would be offered or else no
course in ma tllemati cs education would be avai lab le for thi s particular semester. A
ben efit to some of the students was realized throu gh the neg atin g of a long and dangerous
Winter comm ute . The canc ellin g of' this commute also meant the realiza t ion o f some cost
savin gs in terms of gas and servicing of the vehi cle used. For other students the
presentation of the course in this format mean t that they woul d have the opponunity to
continue with the ir academic studies during an otherwise empty semester. As expressed
by the instructor. this parti cul ar course waschosen sinceit appeared to be relatively easy
to co nvert to the distance education format,
A stuu nt p,ofde must~ ass~dbefore tire stan of the course.
Studen t characteristics such as age. culture, educati on. experi ence with distance
learning and wi th various instructional methodsand media may influence the manner in
whic h courseware is presented, This set of d wacteristic:s needs to be assumed by the
course developers. For established courses. or for new courses which are a pan o f a
larg er educational program. determiningthe characteristics of the stude nt audience may
no t be a larg e pro blem . For example. thisCOW5e waspart of a Maste rs in Ed ucati on
pro gram . Stude nts enrollin g in the course would have at least an unde rgraduate degree
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completed and have some prior work experience in the area of teaching.
For those courses which are DOtwell establishedandare DOt pan of a larger
program. makin g asswnptions about thepotential student population may DOt be as easy .
It may be necessary to assume a stUdentpro file based on the characteristics of the course
itsel f. At the end of the course it may be necessary to alter this ' typical' student pro file
and subsequently make appro priate adjustments to the course deliv ery model.
An appTorimau numlHr ojstudell1sthal will ~rrroll ill th~ course should b~
determined.
As illustrated in this course the time commitment involved in a course tha t
follows this format is dependant on the number of students enro lled. For even
moderately sized cl asses theamount of time required to read and respondto discussion
topics. by both instructot and student, may become prohibitive. Hence. this format is
particularly suited to thesmal. seminarsetting found in most graduate course offerings.
For undergraduate courses in whic h typical class sizes may range in the hundreds. this
would not appear to be a wortcable formaL
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StwhtfU mll$l ~ infomvtioftll~ f omuzl atfd any t« lrnkaJHqflir~lrrt!nts ~fOH
tlre sttUtofth eCOIU'SL
The initial coetect made between the instructor and the student is perhaps the
most important and may be implemented through a simple letter of introduction., phone
cal l. audio conference, video conference. or personal interview. During this meeting the
tone of the course and the need for the studen t to take responsibi lity for their own
educati on ma y be set. It is also durin g this initi al contact that the studen t may be
informed about the format of the course and also of any techni cal requirements .
Students mus t have access to online mo.teriau .
Students having access to the required media wasone of the stipulatio ns for
students talcing this course . It was assum ed that the student had either a perso nal
computer at home wi th aD e-mail account or had access to a computer through either
school . library facilities or at work . This is a maior assumption for distance course
developers considering using these media.. It determines how and whereinfonnabon may
be presented and how stude nt interactions ma y beencouraged, Tbe assumption places a
no n-acad emic prerequisite on the COline.
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Vutlltl l c1tlSSroom times m ust be Sdlo, SYlf CltrDtfOIlS disCIlSS;OIf 01 COIl~
co lf /m t.
One of the advantag es of using an asynchron ous discussion facili ty like the
Iistserv is that a specific course time during the week is not necessary. However. there are
certain times, as mentioned by the instruc tor of this course, when immedia te feedback
would be advantageous in order to become fully involved in the discussion. During such
times the use o f a synchronous form of communicati on would be required. Thi s means
that speci fic times would need to be set to ensure that all students know when such
interactio ns are occurrin g and are able to participat e. If students are spread over a number
of different time zones, as may be the case in distance educatio n courses. then setting a
convenient time for all students may not be as easy as would initial ly appear .
Sllld~nts must set as;d~ a sp « ijic t;~ 10 concentr al e on lh~ coun t! con tent tln d
actillities.
Students in this course statedthat one of the advantages they found with doing
this course in this formal was the lack of specific times during which they were:required
to attendclass. The difficul ty with this open concept is the need for students to prioritize
their time. Specific time periods during which they an: able to focus their thoughts on the
course content must be determined . For the adult student at hom e facing the regular
demands of fami ly life. education often takes a lower place on the list of priorit ies.
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Co nclusion
The process of developing and presenting a graduate course in mathema tics
education in a distance format using a combination oflistserv, e-mail, web resources and
print media has resulted in valuable insights in how both to develop and teach using these
media. Perhaps the most striking impression of this exercise was the need to plan all
aspects of the course in detail before the start of the course. The predetermined role of
the instructor and the student affected what media were chosen for use and how they
were appl ied. The planning stage included the need to make certain assumptions
concerning the students' skill-set, the computer equipment available to the student, and
the type of access the students would have to online materials . The danger in making
such assumptions may be great as the possibility exists of precluding a student from
taking a course due to technical as opposed to intellectual limitat ions.
The need to create an effective learning environment is as critical in the distance
format as it is in the face-to-face classroom . The role of the instructor as facilitator
becomes particularly important in an environment where the student must rely primarily
on their own efforts for ideas and information. The instructor should try to design the
environment in such a way that each student feels included and valued .
For the distance education student emerging technologies provide a means to
move intellectually, ifnot physically , closer to their fellow students and instructor. While
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techno logy may not yet be able to entirely rem ove the sense of isolation that exists in
such a learning environment. it may help to create a sense ofco mmunity tha t would
otherwi se be non-e xistent, Discussions within this co mmunity need DOtbe limited to
specific times and places but may be picked up and dropped according to the desire and
personal constraints of the studenL The time lapse allows for more cons idered replies and
a greater depth of understanding and intuiti on to dominate the discussio n.
Thedistanc e educa tion student may need to take more personal respo nsibility in
order to qui ckly beco me co mfo rtable and co mpetent with the reali ties of leaming at a
di stance . Thi s may mean genera ting copin g strategies to deal with personal mot ivation
problems and the sense of isolation preval ent within the distance learnin g co mm unity .
Students not adept at independent lcaming may Deedto devel op more effective learni ng
skills.
Deve lopers of materials and learning environments sho uld be cogn.i.zantof the
charncteristics of the student. keeping in mind cultural differences, educational leve ls, and
pbysical limitations . They should keep in mind that. while imp lementing a number of
different techno logies may provide a more exciting learnin g environment. each
techno logy should beexamined according to its strengths and weaknesses within a
particular del ivery approa ch . Technologies shoul d not be usedsimply because they are
available.
Technical help is critical to the overall success of the course . This help sh.ould be
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available before the start of thecourse to deal with last minute bugs and during the course
to deal with the inevitable emergencies that arise. The technical help should be available
at offhours since distance students may work during the evenings and weekends.
While the task of preparing or adapting a course: for delivery over distance may be
difficult and involve a number of uncertainties , the end result can be a course which is
every bit as effective as a course delivered in a face-to-face manner .
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APPENDIX A
Course descriptio n sent to all potential graduate students.
Teacbing and Lea rni ng to Solve Matbematics Problems
G ra d uate Ed uca tion Course 6634
To aU poteo tial stu deols or Gn dute Ed ocatioa Course 6634:
In this coming term (Winte r '97), Tncbing a nd LnmiDg to Solve Matb em atics
Probl ems wi ll be offered for the first tim e via distance learning . The course 'NiHbe
covering the sam e objec tives as il did in the previously offered on-eampus co urse and will
remain a 2 credit course.
Gradua te students wishing to take part in this course should be aware that part of the
course wi ll require familiarity wi th e-mail and connections 10 the Internet. Also. in an
effort to evaluate and improve futureofferings of graduat e COlU'SeS online. there will be
three evaluations of the course: one at the beginning. one midway and the final at the end
of tile term . The outline for the course as well as rimeline and descriptions for the:
ass ignmen ts are available at the following Web site:
bttp:Jfwww.u~.muD.caJ-matbedl66J4lprobJem.htm
The course instruc tor will be Dr. David Re id (dare id@m organ.ucs.mun .ca)with
ass istance provided by Derek HOM e (dmhowse@ gill .ifmtnf.ca).
Derek will beevaluating the deli very of1he course as a part o f h iswork on a Master 's
proj ect. If yo u have any objec tion to your contributions 10 the course being used by
Derek. please let us know . You may also beaskedto sign fonnal lencr of consent if the
Faculty El.hics Committee deems l.his necessary.
Students who are considering taking the course should contact us as soon as possible in
order to ensure that course materials are available by the stan of the term. Should you
have any conc:cms or questi ons regardingthe nature anddel ivery of this course please feel
free to contact either David or Derek via e-mail.
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AI'PENDIX Il
Copy of online questionnaires .
Edua tioa 6634
UsiOI Problem SoIviDg in tbe
T elich inC aa d Learaio&ot
Ma themati(S
Course Evaluation
Part 1: Student Profile
Ed ucat ion 6634 is one of the first Education Graduate Courses to be offered in a
distance fOrmal using online technologies. In order to assistus in the evaluation and
future deliveryof thi s andother online courses. we would appreciat e it if you would
take the timeto fill out the fonowin g fonn. Thispan of theevaluation focuses on your
bacltground,your experience with distance education and computer tedmoJo gy. There
will be two other eva1uations - one during the term and one AIthe end of the term. l'he
evaluati on at mid.....enn wiDbe used to det ermine how the course is go ing up co that
point, using the responses to provide some guidance on how to impro ve the remainder
of the course.. The 6na.I evaiuation wiDbe more swnmative. It wouldbegreatly
appreciated if you wo uld take the time to com plete each of these ~aluarions as your
input wiD be invaluab le in determining the success of this course and the nature and
fannat of future distance online courses.
Part I: Student Profil e
I. Name: [I=========::1
2. City/town: [I=========::1
J . Age :
O under 25
0 25-30
0 3 1-40
0 41-50
0 0ver 50
III
4. What Masters prognm are you working 011 (Ifyou're not curnntIy working on
a prognun, please eater -none-,)
I
5, How flW2.-credits towards your Masters program have you accumula1ed to Jan.
1. I99T?LJ
6, Not including this ccerse, bow maoy distance education councs have you takm.
(If none. please enter -0· and go to Qucsrion 8.) 0
7. Indicate which of the following distance learningmecliayou have used in
prfflous distance educati on courses. (Checlc:as manyitems as apply.)
D printed manuals. textbooks or readings
a tdeconferencing
CJvideoupe
a satellite TV broadcast
O audiotape
D e-mail
D listserve
O computer conferencing
a Web site
8. AI the rime of registering for Education 6634 :
o wen:you aware that you were registering for a distance/ online coune?
o V.,
O No
o were you aware of the recommended system requirementS for sucussful
participation in andcompletion of thiscourse?
o Yes
O No
I1..1
10. Was your decision to take this course influencedby its being offered as an online
distance education course? Please explain .
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11. On whose compu ter do you most frequently access the cou rse site?
O my own computer at home
o fami1y1househo1d computer
O fiiend OC" rduive OUtSide home
O edu eational institutio n
Obwineu
o other {please specify) [I ==========::::J
tj.j
[
H
13. Please indica te your level o f experience with each aCth e follo wing (0 indiC3%es
DO experience; J indicates~ough experience to be proficient in that
applicatio n) "
J 1 I 0
filemanagement 0 0 0 0
wor d proce ssing 0 0 0 0
grap hics packag es 0 0 0 0
spreadsheets 0 0 0 0
e-nWI 0 0 0 0
World Wide Web navigation 0 0 0 0
computer conferencing 0 0 0 0
other applicatio n (please specify )
I I 0 0 0
,. What computer program do yo u use most often ?
I I
11J
IS. What Web browser (ancluding venion number) are you cw-rentJyusing? (e.g.,
Netsea pe 1.1, Netseape 2.0.1. Mosaic 2.1.1)
I I
16. Wha t is the main purpose of your computer usage ?
O pononal
O educuional
O busincss
17. Who provides your internet service?
O Mcmorial Univers ity
O StemNet
a Commercial Provid«
O other (p lease speci{y) [1 =======::J
~... 66l":U""' '''''''' SolvinI: ", '''' T-._t.-wnIfII~'''''''''''''''Thio _ ..... rocd ........_"".tlmLlI2!!!f:"""'lN onp.Jlty~
~l:~fII N__. .uI"....__
u.- .........,O"" ... I9M
bap;;_~Pnolilc.!IlaoI
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Edu catio a "J4
Usia&:Problem Somal La th e
T a dliLaC. a d LeanlUlC 01
M.themat ic:s
Course Evaluation
Part 2: The Course to Date
Educa tio n 6634 is one of thelint Education Graduate Courses to beoffered in a
distance forma t using online technologies. [n order to usist us in the eva.luation and
future delivery ofmis and other online courses,we would appreciate it ifyou would
take the rime to fill out the following Conn. Thi s part oCme eva.luation focuses on your
experiences with the coerse formal to date. There will be one mo re evaluatio n at the
end ohm: term . It woul d be greatly appreciat ed if you would tak e the time to
co mplete eac:hof these evaluat ions as your input will be invaluable in determinin g the
succes s of this course and the nature and format offurun: distance onl ine courses
Ifyou haven 't filledout Pan 1- Stu dent profile please do so now .
Overall Impression
1. Name: [I=========::J
2. Indicate the degree to which you are sat isfied or dissatisfied with your ovean
experience with this course to date .
Q Ve<ywimod
Q SWfiod
O Somewha t dissatisfi ed
o Dissa tisfied
l . Based on your experiences to date, would you reco mmend this cou rse to a
friend?
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Q Yes.ONo
4 Based on your experiences to date, would you consider taking another
Wcb-based distance cou rse?
O Ves, O No
, ['._~-""-" ~_.­
·c-~--,·~_·~"
' [~
Technical P roblems
1. Did you experience any technical problems or delays accessin g lhis course
during the first week of classes?
O Yes.,O No
J
[
j,.j
lfyes, please briefly describe the nature and duration uf'your problem or delay.
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I.,
2. Have you experienced any technical problemsat any other time during the
course to date?
Q Yes.ONo
Ifyes. please brieffv desaile the IWllR and duration of your prob lem 01"delav.
l . W1IoIwhac wasthe main source of advice or help in solving your technical
problems?
O user/technial manuals or help files
ofriend or relative
O MUNf=lty' .ufF
O commcrciaJ. computet'Fdeal::":"':"""::::·:":"'=:vUl:"= = = = = ::JO O..... (pIease 'f'Cci1Yl L
4. Did you experiencediffiaI.lty due to a lack ofexpcrience with, or knowledge ot:
either the hardware or software required to access the course material?
Q Yes.,O No
s. What computer and other skillsdo you feel are imponam for a SbJd~t to have[ 0"' 00";0""0 <Ml1Iment;. a Wd>-lw<d dimn,• ..-00. """",1 J
6. Conunents:
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I.,
Web Design
[
""
Please indicat e (he degree to which you agr ee o r disagree with the following
statement s about the design of this course site and the pages. (Note: The term "site"
refers to the com plete set of pages; "page" refers to an individwl document or file tIw:
is loaded and scrolled through from the top 10 the bottom .)
5 · Slrongly Agree. 1- Strongly Disagl'ff
, , 3 , I
I . The site is wei! organized 0 0 0 0 0
2. The pages are easyto read 0 0 0 0 0
3. It is easy 10idcrnifywlw page I am on in reancn 0 0 0 0 0
co the whole site.
4 It is easy to understand the organintion o f 0 0 0 0 0information on the pages.
S. The site contains aUthe infonna.IionI need 0 0 0 0 0relating to my participation in this COUBe.
6. The pages contain [00 much information. 0 0 0 0 0
7. The site is easy to navigate. 0 0 0 0 0
8. The pages are not 100 Ions- 0 0 0 0 0
9. Wilh respect (0 the web- sit e, I often do not know 0 0 0 0 0w hat rc de or where to go next .
10 I can immedwely identify the content of each 0 0 0 0 0page.
11. It is easy to findinformat ion I am loo king fo r. 0 0 0 0 0
12. The pages lake a long time [0 transfer 0 0 0 0 0
13. The pages look neal. 0 0 0 0 0
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Course Components
I. Is the timetable easy to fellow and understand?
O Yes.ONo
2. Do the required readings aid in your understanding cfthe course material?
o v« O No
l . Are ibe required read ings interesting?
o v« O No
4 Do the required readings add 100 much [0 [he course load?
O Yes,O No
S. Would you like 10 see more readings on additionaJto pics includ ed in die
required readi ngs?
O Yes.ONo
[ .... on whioh lOP''''
6. Indicate the approlcimate rwmbcrof times you contacted the professor to date
via e-mail (&pUt from lhe class lisucrv) for eteh of me following nuonso to get help in understanding the course content
D10get technical help
o for administrative reasons
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D just to chat
7. lndieate the approximate nwnberoftimc:s you contact ed other"srudenu to date
via e-mail (apart from the class listserv ) for each of the followin g reaso ns
010 get help in understanding the cou rse conlent
O to get technical help
D for administmive reasons
O ....'odw
8 Do you fed that you have adequ ate access 10 the professor?
e Yes.ONa
9 Ate you satisfied with the response time to your quest:ionslinquiries?
e y es, O Na
10 rn your opinion, wha t is the maximum amount of time a Web cou rse studen t
should have to wait for a response to a questionlinquiry'J
I I
II . Is the professor' s level of activity on the lisrserv e sufficient for your needs ?
e y es, O No
[
H
13 What factors influence your level of co ntrib ution to the class lislSC:rve to date?
14 Approxirnatdy how many times a week do you check you r e-m ail for messages
relating to the course ? 0
I S. Do the links to external sites help you unde rstand the cou rse material?
e y es, O No
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16. Are the 1inb appopriale to 'fOJr bd ofUDdenta.adiDg?
a Yes.ONo
11 . Wouldyou say thatmost of the I.inb an: inunsting?
O Yes,ONo
IS. WouJd you liketo see nx:Ke links to rdated mau:riaI iDduded in thec.::oune?
O Yes,ONo
19 Did you expb'etbe e:aema1link: sitebeyondthen:fcrax:ed page?
O Yes,ONo
~6Gl; u...e""""""'SomoI...T....-t--....~.-..:.T'Iliobm_b<m _ _ -.loli<ol_.....-a.,.~~.. ...,..u.,.~
~l:--rflL~Aa",,__
L-upoIood:~~ I,"
.'--------
.2.
Ij.j
£ducatioa U34
Usiar; Problem SoMag io tbe
Te:lcbiAg aad Lam ia g or
Ma lhematics
Course Evaluation
Part 3: Final Co urse Evaluation
This is the final time you will be asked for informatio n concernin g you r impressio ns of
this course . We trust tha t the experience thus far has not been tOO pai nful
Thank:you for filling ou t these forms " They '.l,lll go a lon g:way in imp roving:the
deli\"ety and format: of future online courses
If you haven't filled ou t pa n I· Studen t proril, pleas e do so now
Ove ral l Impress ion
I ~ame : [1 =========::J
__ lad icare the degree 10 which you are sausrtedor dissausried with your overall
experience with this cou rse .
Q Vety sarisfied
oSatisfied
o Somewhat dissat isfied
Q Dissatisfied
-'. Based on )'OUC experiences. would you recommend lhis co urse to a friend?
O Yes,O No
~ Based on your expeneoees. would you co nsider laking another web-based
distanCe course?
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O Yes-ONo
,l·-~---'·~-
· c-~--'·~-
•
T ech nical Prob lems
L Since midterm. have you experi enced any technical probl ems?
O Yes,ONo
[
H
IH
Ifyes. please briefly describe the nature and duration of your prob lem 0.- dela:
I[ 00
2. Whofwhal wasthe main source of advice or help in solving your technicai
123
pro blems ?
o user /technical manuals o r help files
o m end or rel.aJ::ive
O MUN faa.dty/staff'
O comrnc:n:ial compu ter dealer or service provid er
o Other (p lease specify) I
Course Components
L Indicate the approximate number of times you coruacred the professor since
mid term via e-mail (apart fro m the class fisrserv) for each cf' the followin g
<=OM·
o to get help in understanding the course content
o to ge t technical help
o for admin istrative reasons
D jUSl to chaJ:
Ind icate the approximate number of times you con tacted c rber studen ts since
mid term via e-mail (a part from the class fistserv] for each of the following
reasons
o 10 get help in unde rstanding the cou rse con tent
o to get technical hel p
o for admini strati ve reasons
D jusr: to clw
3. Do you feel tha t you have adeq uate acc ess 10 the professor':'
O Yes.,O No
4 Are you sa.tisfied with the response rime 10 your quesr:ionsfi nquiries ?
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I1.1
O Yes.ONo
5. In your opinion, what is the maxirmJm amount of time a Web coune studentI haveto wait:for a respo nse to & r estionlinquiry?
6. ls the professor' s level ofactivity on the listserve sufficient for your needs?
O Yes,ONo
7. Whatfactorsinftuenceyour Jevaofcontributiontothe class listservesince
r-'
8. The following is the evaluation scheme by which you wiDreceiveyour final
muk'
Introspective Account 15%
Design Teaching:Unit 35%
ImplementTeachiJlg: Unit 35%
Online Pan icipation l W.
rH
'r- I1..1
Are youwillingto participate further inlIJis evaluation by beinginterviewed by
telephone? Pleaseindicateyourconsentto be contacted by td ephone by providing
yourtelephone number(with areacode) anda convenient time of day 10 becontacted.
Telephone: I I
[ e best time of day '0 ccreect me at 'he aocve number is:
E~"'H·~·""I_SolVII"J .. u.. r~_L.=>nu",~'-\I..u............
T1I•• I_IIaa In<Iol,r...." ""'~ '''''n d.. ''"I lb,-~.
\l...-uI l ·...,_~of~."Jln,p.,.r ....
~ ....."'Il " Ynl I~.I'"
""" .. "''''''''''' ,,).1. _ _
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APPENDIXC
Copy of letter of permission sent to each registered student,
Dear GraduateStudent.
I am a pute student in the FKUlty of Education at Memorial Univenity . During the 1997
WinteTsemester I will be conducting an evaluationof the on line presentation of the course 6634
- Teach ing and learning to solve mathema tics problems. Th is project:wi ll invo lve three student
questionnaira and a qual itative anaIy! is ofon line discuss ions for the purpo se of evaluating and
improv ing the presentation of gnduate COW'5e materi&ls in an on line. distance fonn aL I am
wri ting to request your penniss ion to conduct this project:and to invite you to ask any quest ions
you might have.
No change of course conten t will occu r as a result cf this project,
A ll infonn alion oblai ned will remain confidential with each student's anonymitY preserved and
will be destroyed at theconclusKm ofdie researeh. This project: has rece ived the approval of the
Faculty of Education's Ethics ReviewCom mittec . The resu lts of this project: will be made
ava ilable to you upon request. Your participation is ent ire ly voluntafy and you have the ri§hl to
req uest freedo m from. ar a cance llation of the project at any time.
Please indicate your pennission for th is project: by signing and re!Uming the fonn below 'a
stamped,~ envelope is enclosed far this purpose). rfthere are any restric lions you would
like to impose please indicate them in the spaceprovided. Shou ld you have any questions
regard ing this projec t please contact me at 579-6328. lfat any time you wish to speak to a
resource person not associated with this project, pease contac t Dr. Patric ia Canning.,Assoc iate
Dean. Research and Deve lopment, 737-8587.
Yours S incere ly.
Derek How se
I agree 10participate in the project:conduc ted by Derek Howse of
the course 6634 _ Teach ing and learning to solve mathematics problem s subject to the
res trict ions I have listed below. I undenund that my partici pation is com plete ly voluntary , and
that at any time I may withdraw this pennissioa.. J understand that all infonn alion collected
durin g this project will remain confidenriaJ and at no time will individ uals be identi fied.
Da te: Signanue:
Name (P lease print) :
I im pose the following restric tions on my part icipation in this project :
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APPENDIX 0
Copy of student data in tabular format.
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